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I Plaintiffs Ulrich (Rick) Fox ("Four"), 1744 Ventures, LLC ("1 744 Ventures")

2 and Axin Digital Sports Group, LLC ("Axin") hereby complain of and seek

damages, restitution and other compensation from the Defendants Amit Raizada

4 ("Eaizada"), Stratton Sclavos ("Sclavos"), Eleven Stones, LP ("Eleven Stones"),

s Ravi Srivastava ("Srivastava"), Vision Venture Partners, LLC ("VVP'), and VVP

Services, LLC ("VVPS"') and Does 1 through 10, and allege as follows:

7 THE PARTIES

B 1. Plaintiff Ulrich (Rick) Fox is a California citizen maintaining a

residence in Los Angeles, California.

10 2. Plaintiff 1744 Ventures, LLC is a Colorado limited liability company

doing business in Californi. Rick Fox is the sole member and owner of 1744

i2 Ventures.

13 3. Plaintiff Axin Digital Sports Group, LLC ("Axin") is a Colorado

14 limited liability company formed by Elmhurst Junction, LLC (owned by

is SourceRock) and 1744 Ventures, LLC (owned by Fox). Elmhurst Junction, LLC

owns 50% ofAxin and 1744 Ventures owns the other 50% of Axin.

17 4. Defendant Amit Raizada is a Florida citizen who maintains a residence

i 8 in California —in Los Angeles and/or Newport Beach, California. Raizada is a private

19 equity investment advisor.

20 5. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

Defendant Eleven Stones, LP is a Florida limited partnership, which does business

22 in California and has or does hold or possess real property in California, including

23 within this judicial district. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege,

24 that Eleven Stones is supposed to be the trust established for Raizada's children.

25 6. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Amit

Raizada is the alter ego of Eleven Stones. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

27 thereupon allege, that Raizada has co-mingled and not properly segregated funds,

28 and otherwise used corporate assets as his own. Further, Plaintiffs are informed and



believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada has acted as Eleven Stones, repeatedly

2 directing the actions of the company and speaking for the company, even though he

3 is not even a manager of the company. Further, Plaintiffs are informed and believe,

and thereupon allege, that Raizada has established multiple companies, having the

s same employees and officers, though he dominates and controls the actions of each

company, including but not limited to Eleven Stones, LP, Vision Venture Partners,

LLC ("VVP"') and VVP Services, LLC ("VVPS"'), and he uses these entities to shiA

8 or avoid personal liability. Further, Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

9 thereupon allege, that Eleven Stones, LP has not upheld corporate formalities,

1o including but not limited to holding board/manager meetings, member meetings, and

meeting other corporate requirements. Plaintiffs believe that the use of the corporate

entity, Eleven Stones, LP, is merely a shell, instrumentality or conduit for the

13 singular ventures of Raizada. There is a unity of interest and ownership between the

14 corporations and Raizada, and it would be unfair if the acts in question were treated

as those of the corporations alone. Indeed, Raizada has repeatedly represented

himself as a partner in and governed the affairs ofEleven Stones, LP.

17 7. Defendant Stratton Sclavos is a California citizen, residing in Los

18 Angeles, California.

19 8. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

2o Defendant Ravi Srivastava is a Florida citizen, who has a residence in California,

21 and maintains a presence here.

22 9. Defendant Vision Venture Partners, LLC is a Florida limited liability

23 company that is registered to do business in California and has had its company

24 headquarters located in Los Angeles, California. Vision Venture Partners, LLC was

23 formed and organized by Sclavos and Raizada. They told Fox that they had added

26 him to the ownership of the company for the use of his brand and image.

27 10. Defendant VVP Services, LLC is a Florida limited liability company

28 that is registered to do business in California and has had its company headquarters



located in Los Angeles, California. VVP Services, LLC was formed and organized

2 by Sclavos and Raizada. They told Fox that they had added him to the ownership of

3 the company for the use of his brand and image.

4 11. Plaintiffs are ignorant of the true names and capacities of the

s Defendants sued as Does 1 through 10, and therefore sue these Defendants by

fictitious names. Although Plaintiffs do not believe that any such Defendants can

assert any rights against Plaintiffs', more than one demand or threat letter from one

8 or more of the Defendants have referred to being sent on behalf of certain affiliates

or investors of the Defendants. Defendants have not identified these affiliates or

io investors, or their legal standing, but appear to assert rights on their behalf, contrary

to Plaintiffs'nterests.

l2

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

14 12. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter in this action

is pursuant to Article VI, Section 10 of the California Constitution, because this case

is not given by statute to other trial courts. In addition, the amount in controversy

exceeds this Court's minimum for unlimited civil jurisdiction.

l8 13. Venue in this Court is proper pursuant to Sections 395 and 395.5 of the

l9 Code of Civil Procedure. At all relevant times, Defendants resided, conducted

20 substantial business, or committed violations of law in the County of Los Angeles.

Further, on information and believe, the County of Los Angeles is where the

22 relevant, underlying agreements were entered, where they were performed, and

23 where the alleged breaches and injuries occurred. Further, each Defendant is subject

to personal jurisdiction in the State ofCalifornia because they either reside in or have

26 minimum contacts with California and those contacts are related to this dispute.

26

27

28



I NATURE OF THE ACTION

2 14. This case arises from the Defendants' orchestrated and manipulated

3 by Raizada — interjection and deception in the personal lives and business activities

4 of the Plaintiffs. Defendants duped Fox with their heartbreaking stories sought to

5 use his caring nature against him and attempted to befriend Fox in an effort to use

his personal connections, fame and influence for their own benefit. Once they had

their hooks in him, Defendants then took advantage of Fox, as set forth herein.

8 Defendants have engaged in a pattern and practice of self-dealing, deception and

9 breach of every duty and responsibility conceivable, all for their own personal gain,

io and to the damage and injury ofPlaintiffs.

II 15. Fox met Raizada in New York through Fox's best friend who was also

duped by Raizada's willful deception. Raizada told Fox a heartbreaking, compelling

i3 story about getting divorced, abusing alcohol and being completely lost in his life.

l4 He pleaded for Fox's help and mentorship to get his life back on track. Fox felt badly

is for Raizada and told him he should leave New York and come to LA, and even

offering to help him regain his health and get his life back on track.

17 16. At the time, Fox had no idea he was falling into a trap set by Raizada's.

i8 As is now evident, Raizada has a playbook that he draws upon time and again to

i9 deceive and harm his business associates and enrich himself. Raizada either asks for

2o or offers mentorship, builds trust and then pulls a person or company into business

deals where Raizada can manipulate the finances for his personal gains and to the

22 detriment of others. Fox wanted to help Raizada after falling for his tale of woe; in

23 turn, Fox hoped he might potentially learn and benefit from his Raizada's purported

24 extensive business experience.

25 17. Based on Fox and Raizada's supposed "friendship," it seemed natural

to go into business together, as Raizada suggested. Fox and Raizada formed a private

27 equity firm — Vision Venture Partners, LLC - with a focus on eSports with the

creation of the competitive gaming organization Echo Fox. Partners included Fox,



10

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Echo Fox CEO Jace Hall, and unfortunately, former San Jose Sharks co-owner

Stratton Sclavos and Amit Raizada.

18. It took time to peel away the layers of lies and deception, but Fox

eventually realized that he had gotten into business with two very bad guys — Raizada

and Sclavos. As is now evident, Raizada began manipulating numbers behind the

scenes to his benefit while Fox engaged publicly as the face of esports, spreading

the gospel of esports on panels, while Sclavos and Raizada were running the

business. Raizada's fraudulent activity included self-dealing where he and Sclavos

put Echo Fox into a tailspin by controlling the company's debt. And in another

example, Sclavos and Raizada changed the company's cash waterfall by altering the

partnership agreement to reduce proceeds to certain investors and position Raizada

and Sclavos with options for personal gain by removing the general partner.

19. Raizada is a master at creating financial structures that cut out his other

partners and drive money to himself. He did all this while pretending to be Fox's

friend and begging for his help. Fox has a big heart, and was conned by Raizada and

Sclavos.

20. If anyone dares stand up to Raizada or refuse to do what he wants, he

gets angry and attempts to punish them, deride them, and intimidate them into

submission. Echo Fox CEO Jace Hall and Fox both received offensive, racist texts

from Raizada, including Raizada calling Hall a "N-word" and Fox a "Sand N-word."

Other former business partners have received threatening anti-Semitic text

messages.
l

21. Raizada even went so far as to has actually threatened Fox's family.

When Fox stated that he wished to leave Echo Fox to continue to work on other

projects with Hall, Raizada stated that he would "PERSONALLY [F-WORD] HIM

AND HIS FAMILY FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE."

These threats are consistent with threats made against other former business partners,

such as Michael Gortenburg, against whom Raizada has made similar threats, even



against Gortenburg's son.

2 22. Most people who have dealt with Raizada are afraid to speak out

3 because they fear threats and becoming the targets of outrageous and frivolous

4 lawsuits designed to drain them of cash. But Raizada cannot continue to hide under

s fake SEO articles, outrageous lies or his alternately charming or bullying and

manipulative personality. His and Sclavos'ies and deceptions have severely injured

the Plaintiffs and form the basis of this lawsuit.

10

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

Fox Meets Raizada and Sclavos

23. Rick Fox is a former National Basketball Association player with the

12 Los Angeles Lakers and Boston Celtics. During his playing career, Fox was a 3-time

NBA champion. Even while as an NBA player, Fox also pursued other career and

14 investment opportunities. He was an actor, endorser and producer during his time in

the NBA, which has continued since his retirement.

16 24. Near the end of his playing career, in the early 2000s, Fox invested in

owning cellular phone stores in the Los Angeles area. One ofFox's best friends was

running the stores and had met Raizada. Raizada had told Fox's friend that he had

allegedly sold numerous cellphone stores for over $30 million. Raizada had been a

20 T-Mobile consultant sent by T-Mobile to assist in expanding and supporting T-

Mobile dealers in their growth. Raizada offered Fox's friend to increase the volume

22 in the stores owned by Fox. During this time, Fox casually met Raizada on a few

23 occasions but the two had no personal relationship.

24 25. Fox did not communicate or see Raizada for approximately another 15

26 years. In about 2015, Fox's friend ran into Raizada again in the New York area.

26 Raizada was moving from Miami to New York and spending huge sums of money
22 in nightclubs — in excess of $ 100,000 a night. Fox's friend reported to Fox that in

2s addition to blowing all his money, Raizada was depressed and had recently gone



through a divorce. Knowing that Fox went through his own divorce but rebounded

z in large part due to his perpetual optimism, Fox's friend suggested that Fox visit with

3 Raizada when in New York and offer encouragement to Raizada. When Fox was

4 next in New York, he agreed to his friend's request and met with Raizada in the

s hopes of helping him. Fox encouraged Raizada, telling him that he needed to live a

healthier lifestyle that would help clean up his life.

7 26. As Fox spent some more time with Raizada trying to motivate him and

8 lift him up, Raizada began inquiring about Fox's own businesses. Fox advised

Raizada that he was evaluating a few business opportunities, including possibilities

io in esports. Raizada offered to assist Fox, in part because of what Fox had done to

help him. Raizada proposed moving to Los Angeles for a better lifestyle and to be

12 around Fox; he offered to help Fox with his business ventures, stating that he did not

13 need or want anything from Fox in return. Fox viewed this as a good chance to help

Raizada clean up his life while learning more about the business world from Raizada.

15 27. At this time, Fox was not aware of Raizada's past business history.

Raizada has been a defendant in multiple lawsuits in which he is alleged to have

befriended certain individuals with the promise of helping them in various

i8 businesses or investing with them in businesses. However, Raizada has used each of

19 these businesses to benefit himself and take advantage of his partners. Raizada has

zo used the business entities to fund his own personal expenses, and to take over and

control the businesses in order to guarantee significant shares or profits for himself

22 at the disadvantage ofhis supposed partners.

23 28. Attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Exhibits 1 and 2,

z4 respectively, are true and correct copies of a complaint and countercomplaint filed

23 against Raizada. The first, filed in the United States District Court, Southern District

of California, is entitled Brandon Blum if4 Daniel Shkolnik v. Amit Raizada,

27 Mohammed Ali Rashid, et al. (Case No. 18-cv-2513 BFN (BLM)). The second is

entitled Raizada Group, LP d'c Amit Raizada v. PHC Holding Company, LLC, PHC



Mgt., LLC, POG Opportunity Group, LLC, POG KC, LLC (and counterclaims)

2 (Case No. 1416-CFI4245), filed in the Circuit Court of Jackson County, Missouri,

3 16'" Judicial Circuit, State of Missouri.

4 29. At some point later, Fox did become aware of some of Raizada's legal

s issues. But, in response to questions about these lawsuits, Raizada duped Fox into

believing that the other parties were bad guys looking to take advantage of him.

Little did Fox know that this was a reversal of the truth, and ironically an apt

s description of Raizada's future acts taking advantage of Fox and others.

9 Unfortunately for Fox, and as described in further detail herein, Fox errantly let

io Raizada into his life and his business, to his great detriment.

ll 30. Toward the end of 2016, as Fox, Raizada and Khalid Jones were

l2 organizing and moving forward with Echo Fox, Fox was introduced to Stratton

13 Sclavos. Sclavos was the former chairman and CEO of Verisign and a minority

i4 owner of the San Jose Sharks. Thereafter, Sclavos created certain investment funds.

is Raizada was introduced first to Sclavos and spent many nights partying and doing

drugs with Sclavos. On information and belief, Plaintiffs allege that Sclavos has

blown through his money from these previous business ventures to support a high-

is octane lifestyle of parties and narcotics. On information and belief, Plaintiffs allege

l9 that Sclavos has become indebted — and effectively indentured — to Raizada to

20 support his drug- fueled li festyle.

21 31. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada did

22 illegal drugs with Sclavos in an effort to befriend him and build a relationship

23 whereby Sclavos would invest funds in Echo Fox and other esports ventures.

24 Sclavos, as manager for various entities, became one of the largest and first investors

in Echo Fox.

26
Ort anization ofEcho Fox

27
32. After his retirement from the NBA, Fox expanded his acting

28
opportunities, but was also looking to maintain his competitive interests in team



sports while building a stronger relationship with his son. Fox had for years watched

2 his son's interest in video gaming and enjoyed playing them with his son. In 2015,

Fox attempted to help his son pursue a job at Riot Games, in Santa Monica. Fox and

his son went to their offices, but the owners were not in that day. However, Fox was

s invited by Riot Games to attend the League of Legends'ircuit final in New York,

which Fox and his son attended. Fox was blown away by the organization and

competition, and began organizing an effort for an esports team.

8 33. Initially, Fox and his associate Khalid Jones ("Jones" ) were introduced

9 to a team in League of Legends, which eventually invited Fox to assist in mentoring

io its players. This introduction soon blossomed into an interest for Jones and Fox to

acquire their own team in League of Legends. Around this time, Raizada had moved

to Los Angeles. Raizada told Fox that he believed Jones was taking too long to

13 negotiate a deal, and offered to step in and help, which he did. That opportunity did

i4 not work out, but Raizada was now in the lives ofFox and Jones, ostensibly with the

is intention of freely helping them. At this point, Raizada introduced Ali Rashid,

Srivastava and Michael Wolf, associates ofRaizada, into the operations ofEcho Fox.

l7 34. Fox, Raizada and Jones purchased a slot in League ofLegends, through

is entities they established, and Echo Fox was born. SourceRock Partners, LP

i9 ( SourceRock"), a company in which Jones was invested, committed $250,000 to

rii purchasing the slot, and Fox and Raizada each contributed $ 153,000.

21 35. Echo Fox, LP was formally organized on or about February 18, 2016.

22 Pursuant to the Limited Partnership Agreement, dated February 18, 2016. As a first

$3 step to growing Echo Fox, Raizada and Rashid told Fox and Jones that they needed

24 to bring on some investors, which allegedly was Raizada's and Rashid's specialty.

One of the first major investors in Echo Fox was Sclavos. Raizada and Sclavos then

26 agreed to allow Sclavos to create a special purpose vehicle outside of their existing

entities so that Sclavos could get a carry on the money he would raise to fund the 3

esports companies — Echo Fox, Twin Galaxies, and HD Films. This was done



because Sclavos had relationships with potential investors and did not want anyone

2 else involved with those investors.

3 36. The partnership would be managed by a General Partner ("GP"). The

4 initial GP was — and continues to be - Esports, LLC. The other limited partners

s ("LP(s)") consisted of 11 investors, including Vision Esports, LP, which was

managed by Sclavos. Some relevant terms of the 2016 Partnership Agreement are:

7 ~ 5.3 — Distributions were to be made by the GP in its sole discretion based

on the following priority: (i) to LPs in proportion to their respective

Unrecovered Capital Contribution until their respective Unrecovered

10

12

14

Capital Contributions have been reduced to zero; (ii) 100% to the Initial

GP (Esports) as an incentive until the Initial GP receives an amount equal

to the aggregate amounts distributed to the LPs; and (iii) 40% to the LPs

(in proportion to their respective units ofLP Interest) and 60% to the Initial

GP in respect of its GP Unit.

I5 ~ 10.3 - A Limited Partners Supermajority (consisting of 80% of limited

16

17

18

19

20

21

partners) had the right to remove the GP as general partner upon a written

non-appealable determination of a court ofappropriate jurisdiction that the

GP has committed an act or omission constitute "cause" defined as either

(i) an act of fraud, reckless conduct or reckless disregard of duty with

respect to the Partnership, or (ii) a material breach of the Partnership

Agreement that is not cured within 60 days after written notice.

22 37. Raizada agreed with Sclavos that if Sclavos brought on investors, he

23 would be the operator of the company. Where Raizada controlled the general

24 partnership, as set forth in more detail below, he inserted Sclavos to operate Echo

25 Fox (as well as the other VVP investments for which Sclavos had raised money,

including Twin Galaxies and Vision Entertainment).

27



I Axin 's Purchase ofControl ofthe General Partner ofEcho Fox

38. On October 22, 2018, Plaintiffs (directly and indirectly) purchased

3 controlling interest in the GP of Echo Fox — Esports, LLC — from Raizada and his

various corporate entities. Their intent was to rescue and rebuild the company after

s it was decimated by Raizada and Sclavos.

6 39. In or about April 2018, Sclavos had put the company in debt and was

acting irrationally. Fox grew concerned that Sclavos was continuing to use illegal

8 drugs excessively and had become erratic. In this unstable frame of mind, Sclavos

9 told both Fox and Jace Hall that he was going to "burn this company to the ground"

io (meaning Echo Fox). Raizada approached Fox and asked him to find someone to

buy Raizada out of Echo Fox. When that did not happen, Raizada and Rashid took

12 back control ofEcho Fox from Stratton for a few months before Raizada eventually

13 called a board meeting to attempt to bankrupt Echo Fox. Jones and Fox refused to

14 vote for bankruptcy, to Raizada's consternation, and instead began discussions to

purchase control of the company. Given Fox's personal interest and the association

of his name and brand with Echo Fox, Fox wanted to take back control of the

company rather than see it ruined by Sclavos or bankrupt by Raizada.

18 40. Beginning in about June 2018, Jones began negotiations with Raizada

19 for 1744 Ventures and SourceRockto acquire Eleven Stones'hares in SBV Holdco,

20 LLC, the controlling entity ofEsports, LLC, the Echo Fox GP. The entire negotiation

21 with Eleven Stones was with Raizada. Raizada spoke as though he was the sole

22 person responsible for Eleven Stones and negotiated every aspect of the deal. The

23 manager of Eleven Stones, Ravi Srivastava ( Srivastava") Raizada's brother-in-

24 law, had no involvement in the negotiations.

25 41. SourceRock formed Elmhurst Junction, LLC for purposes of acquiring

the shares from Eleven Stones. Elmhurst Junction, LLC and 1744 Ventures formed

27 Axin, each owning 50% ofAxin.

28



42. On or about October 22, 2018, Axin entered into a Membership Interest

Purchase and Sale Agreement with Eleven Stones ("MIPSA"), whereby Eleven

Stones agreed to sell its membership unit interests in SBV Holdco, LLC. These units

4 represented 50% of the ownership of SBV Holdco, LLC ("Eleven Stones Units").

s Axin agreed to pay Eleven Stones the total sum of $ 10,000,000 for the Eleven Stones

Units. Characteristic of all deals involving Raizada, Srivastava signed the MIPSA

for Eleven Stones, as instructed and controlled by Raizada.

s 43. Axin was to pay $ 100,000 to Eleven Stones on October 22, 2018, with

9 an additional $900,000 on or before October 26, 2018. These funds were paid by

io Axin to Eleven Stones as required, whereupon Axin held proxy for the Eleven Stones

Units for voting on any management matters going forward. Per the MIPSA, Axin

was to pay an additional $4,000,000 to Eleven Stones on or before January 5, 2019.

13 The remaining $5,000,000 was to be secured by a promissory note from Axin to

14 Eleven Stones, payable in full on or before June 1, 2019, and secured by a pledge

is agreement.

16 44. As of January 5, 2019, after Closing of the Acquisition, 1744 Ventures

17 owned approximately 56% of the General Partner. 1744 Ventures owned 50% of

is Axin, which in turn gave 1744 Ventures 25% of the Eleven Stones Units in SBV

19 Holdco. 1744 Ventures also had an additional 44.44% of SBV Holdco, giving 1744

20 Ventures 69.44% of SBV Holdco, which held 81% ofEsports, LLC.

21 45. Axin paid the $4,000,000 to Eleven Stones on or before January 5,

22 2019. Axin also paid Eleven Stones the remaining $5,000,000 plus interest. Eleven

23 Stones has therefore received payment of the full $ 10,000,000 from Axin for the

24 acquisition of the Eleven Stones Units.

26 46. As a further condition of the MIPSA, Eleven Stones represented and

warranted that it "has done, has caused to be done, will do or will cause to be done

27 the following actions prior to October 26, 2018":

2B



I (a) Extend the maturity of the $2,500,000 loan from HD Films, LLC to Echo

2 Fox, LP dated December 26, 2017 ("Note ¹I") to December 3 I, 2019;

(b) Extend the maturity date of the $800,000 loan from HD Films, LLC to

Echo Fox, LP dated December 26, 20 1 7 ("Note ¹2") to December 3 I,

2019;

6 (c) Extend the maturity date of the $XXXX loan [undefined in MIPSA] from

7 Twin Galaxies, LLC to Echo Fox, LP ("Note ¹3) to December 3 I, 201 9.

s For purposes of this complaint, Notes 1-3 above are collectively referred to as the

9 "Twin Galaxies Notes." Unbeknownst to Plaintiffs at the time, Raizada no intention

io of extending the Twin Galaxies Notes.

12 Raizada Causes Amendment ofthe Partnershiti Agreement For His Benefit

13 47. Prior to October 22, 2018, the ownership of the GP of Echo Fox, LP

i4 was reflected as follows:

is (a) Esports, LLC

o SBV Holdco, LLC — 81%

17

20

21

22

23

o Pacific Venture Partners, LLC (owned by Rashid) — 10%

o SourceRock Partners, LP — 9%

(b) SBV Holdco, LLC

o Eleven Stones, LP — 50%

o 1744 Ventures, LLC — 44.44%

o BBWE, LLC — 5.56%

48. However, after the sale to Axin, Eleven Stones would no longer have

24 control of the GP. So, Raizada had to build in his contractual booby traps in order to

manipulate the business to his benefit.

26 49. Unbeknownst to the Plaintiffs, on or about October 22, 2018, Raizada

27 caused the 2016 Partnership Agreement to be amended by Esports, LLC (the GP)

211 and certain limited partners controlled by him. Srivastava, Raizada's brother-in-law,



signed for SBV Holdco, LLC as the manager of Esports, LLC. Raizada then caused

Sclavos to sign three times — one each for: Prometheus Ventures, LLC (an LP), and

two times for ESPT, LLC as manager for Vision Esports, LP, and Vision Esports 11,

4 LP (each an LP) to effect changes to the Partnership Agreement. Key changes to the

s Partnership Agreement included:

6 ~ 5.3 — Distributions would now be made: (i) first to Preferred Limited

7 Partners pro rata in proportion to their respective Unrecovered Capital

8 Contributions until each Preferred Limited Partner has received an

9 aggregate amount equal to its Unrecovered Capital Contribution; (ii)

IO

12

14

16

17

18

second to the Initial General Partner (Esports, LLC) as an incentive

distribution until it receives an aggregate amount equal to the aggregate

amounts distributed to the Preferred LPs; (iii) to the GP, Common Limited

Partners and Preferred Limited Partners pro rata in accordance with their

respective units.

~ 10.3(a) — A Limited Partner Supermajority (80% of the Partnership

Interests held by all LPs) shall have the right and power to remove the GP

as a general partner of the Partnership.

50. By virtue of the 2018 Partnership Agreement, Raizada, Srivastava, and

19 Sclavos caused that all existing limited partners be made Preferred Limited Partners,

7o except for Vision Esports, LP, Vision Esports II, LP and Vision Esports III, LP,

21 which were referred to by them as Common Limited Partners. All three of these

22 entities were managed by Stratton Sclavos for ESPT, LLC, which consented to this

23 amendment.

24 51. A copy of this 2018 Amended & Restated Partnership Agreement of

25 Echo Fox, LP was not provided to Plaintiffs until January 14, 2019, at which point

Raizada advised, "Here is the Echo Fox LPA. Rick was not a direct member of echo

27 fox [sic] thus he may not have received this."

28



52. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that Raizada orchestrated and

directed that the changes be made to the Partnership Agreement for Raizada's own

3 personal benefit. Raizada acknowledged that he altered the method of removal of

4 the GP - from court order for cause to simple removal for any reason by a

s supermajority vote of the LPs — because he wanted to protect himself from Fox.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada and Sclavos

made this change to removal of the GP so as to position themselves to be able to

s remove the GP (because Raizada and Stratton controlled virtually all of the

Supermajority of LPs) and re-install themselves as the GP and thereby receive the

GP catchup in the revised distribution waterfall.

Raizada Acauires Rather Than Extends

The Twin Galaxies litotes For His Personal Gain

14 53. During the same time Raizada was manipulating the Partnership

is Agreement, Eleven Stones and Raizada failed to cause an extension of the Twin

Galaxies Notes. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

17 neither Eleven Stones nor Raizada actually made any effort to extend the Twin

i s Galaxies Notes.

l9 54. In December 2018, Jace Hall ("Hall") took over management as the

20 general partner of Twin Galaxies. Hall discovered that, just like with Echo Fox,

Sclavos had caused Twin Galaxies to run out of money and the company only had

22 one or two payment cycles before it would have no funds. This was a shocking

23 realization to Hall, especially given that Twin Galaxies had made loans of about

24 $5,800,000 to Echo Fox, at the direction of Raizada and Sclavos. Hall thereafter

2s reached out to a number of Twin Galaxies and Echo Fox investors to see if they were

26 interested in purchasing the Twin Galaxies Notes at face value, but no one was

27 interested.

28



I 55. When Hall took over management of Twin Galaxies, Raizada — whose

hands were controlling the direction of every company — promised to loan the

3 company 3 months worth of payroll to provide Twin Galaxies enough time tom

complete a full and proper investment raise. This, however, turned out to be another

s Raizada tactic for leverage, control and inducement. When Twin Galaxies had no

more money, and at the time Raizada was supposed to loan money to Twin Galaxies,

Raizada changed his mind. Raizada had Ali Rashid communicate to Hall that rather
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than loaning what was promised, Raizada would loan the money if Twin Galaxies

would retroactively adjust the interest rates of previous loans the company still had

with Raizada and Rashid from 15% interest to 25% interest, in addition to providing

the new loan at 25% interest!

56. When Hall refused this proposal, which would be to the company's

detriment but to the financial benefit of Raizada, Raizada immediately began

threatening, demanding, and pressuring Hall to sell the Twin Galaxies Notes to him

at a steep discount. Raizada also demanded immediate payment by Twin Galaxies

on a promissory note owed to Eleven Stones. Plaintiffs are informed and believe,

and thereupon allege, that the note had a face value of approximately $ 1,900,000.

57. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada

then began negotiating the acquisition of the Twin Galaxies Notes from Twin

Galaxies in December 2018. This was done in express contravention of Eleven

Stones'arranty and representation to cause an extension of these Twin Galaxies

Notes as part of the MIPSA. Indeed, Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

thereupon allege, that Raizada caused the supermajority of limited partners of Twin

Galaxies to compel Hall, as general partner, to sell the notes to a new entity created

by Raizada/Eleven Stones.

58. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada

(by and through Eleven Stones) and others formed EF Loans, LLC to acquire the

Twin Galaxies Notes prior to the end of the 2018 calendar year. EF Loans acquired
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the Twin Galaxies Notes, valued at approximately $5.8 million, from Twin Galaxies

in exchange for forgiveness of Twin Galaxies'ote to Eleven Stones, valued at

approximately $ 1.9 million, and payment by EF Loans of an additional $ 1 million,

plus required payment to Raizada's law firm for moneys that were owed (more than

$ 100,000) as well as various VVP Services fees. Twin Galaxies did not even get

near the full value of the promised $ 1,000,00. Plaintiffs are informed and believe,

and thereupon allege, that EF Loans used the $ 1 million previously obtained from

Axin under the MIPSA to pay for acquisition of the Twin Galaxies Notes, despite

their obligation to cause an extension of these loans.

59. It was during these pressured negotiations that the relationship between

Hall and Raizada boiled over, as Raizada threatened Hall and derided him with racist

epithets. On or about April 1, 2019, Raizada had been caught lying by an investor at

that time, based on information provided by Hall. In response, Raizada called Hall a

"N-word" on multiple occasions. Raizada's intent in doing so was to belittle,

intimidate and harass Hall until he got what he wanted.

60. Between January 2 and January 5, 2019, Raizada then attempted to

discourage Axin from completing its payment of $4 million under the MIPSA

payment plan. In the course of these conversation, Raizada admitted that he had not

fulfilled his obligations to extend the Twin Galaxies Notes. Plaintiffs were not aware

at this point in time that Raizada had actually caused the acquisition of those notes

by EF Loans, LLC, and that Raizada had complete control and the ability to extend

those notes. Instead, Raizada encouraged Plaintiffs to not fulfill their payment

obligations. He first encouraged Fox to not make payment and argued that he would

be incompetent and uninvolved in the General Partnership because Fox was a "Sand

N-word." Raizada then bluntly stated that he had not caused extension of the Twin

Galaxies Notes, but he was willing to wire back funds that had been paid by Axin

and unwind the deal. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that Raizada took this

position because he and Ali Rashid had recently engaged with LionTree as bankers



to discuss the potential sale of Echo Fox, and they believed a transaction could be

made for more than $60 million dollars, and possibly as high as $ 100 million. But,

Raizada had just done a deal with Axin at a valuation of approximately $53 million

and Raizada no longer had direct or indirect control of the general partner to control

that process. Moreover, Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege,

that Raizada believed that Fox did not intend to sell Echo Fox but wanted to retain

the company and continue to grow the company, which Raizada specifically did not

approve. So, Raizada wanted to discredit Fox and seize control from him, in order

9 to use Echo Fox for his own personal gain.
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61. Lacking control and desiring to control and force the sale of Echo Fox,

on January 9, 2019, five days aAer Axin paid its additional $4 million pursuant to

the MIPSA, Raizada caused counsel for EF Loans, LLC to send a demand letter for

payment of the Twin Galaxy Notes to Echo Fox. EF Loans, LLC stated that it now

owned the debts and demanded immediate payment, This took place despite the fact

that Raizada and Eleven Stones (majority owners ofEF Loans, LLC) were supposed

to have caused an extension of these loans through the end of 2019. Moreover, and

unbeknownst to Plaintiffs, Ali Rashid — through one of his corporate entities — was

the other owner of EF Loans, LLC. Thus, a jilted limited partner/former general

partner ofEcho Fox and a current general partner of Echo Fox were causing duress

and demanding immediate payment from Echo Fox.

62. Raizada negotiated with Ali Rashid (his partner in EF Loans) and

Khalid Jones for Echo Fox on the general terms of a binding term sheet, which

provided, among other things, that EF Loans, LLC would convert the outstanding

debts from Echo Fox into equity and provide additional funding, all ofwhich would

be converted into a new class of Senior Preferred units within Echo Fox. Echo Fox

had no choice but to accept the term sheet, as EF Loans was threatening default on

the notes at the very time that Echo Fox needed additional funding for operations.

Rashid argued in favor ofthe deal because it would clear debt off the company books



while the company was looking to do a transaction, as well as bring in operating

2 capital for the company. This term sheet ("Term Sheef') was ultimately agreed to

3 and signed by the General Partner and all the Limited Partners, as was the 2019

4 Amended & Restated Partnership Agreement of Echo Fox, LP.

5 63. After execution of the Term Sheet, Raizada caused his personal

attorneys — Genovese, Joblove & Battista — to draft the 2019 Amended & Restated

Limited Partner Agreement of Echo Fox, LP. During negotiation of the draft of this

s agreement, Raizada was the sole person negotiating for EF Loans. All edits and

9 drafts of the partnership agreement had to be approved by him. Ultimately, a final

io version was agreed, when Raizada would accept no more edits, and signed by the

general partner and all the limited partners of Echo Fox, amending the 2018

Amended & Restated Limited Partner Agreement of Echo Fox, LP.

13 64. After January 15, 2019, it was apparent that Raizada wanted to take

i4 back control of the company and govern all aspects of the company, in a manner that

is was not agreeable to Fox. So, after the Term Sheet was executed, Fox attempted to

just completely get away from Raizada — cut ties on all of their entanglements.

During these discussions, Raizada became vindictive and stated, "NO DEAL ON

is ANYTHING AND IF RICK DOES NOT DO HIS DUITIES [SIC] ILL [SIC]

i9 PERSONALLY FUCK HIM AND HIS FAMILY FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE

20 IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE." This aggressive, threatening behavior became the

modus operandi of Raizada ever since.
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Vision Venture Partners and VVP Services

65. After Raizada and Sclavos met each other, they suggested that the two

of them work together on certain private ventures. VVP was created as an investment

vehicle. VVPS was created as a service company for the entities that Raizada and

Sclavos invested in within the esports world. Raizada and Sclavos told Fox that they

had added him into both entities for the value of his brand.



2 66. On or about October 10, 2016, Raizada and Sclavos added Fox their

two business entities. The first was called Vision Venture Partners, LLC ("VVP')

4 and the other was called VVP Services, LLC ("VVPS"'). Each was owned in equal

s thirds by Eleven Stones, LP (indirectly owned by Raizada), Prometheus Venture,

LLC (owned by Sclavos), and 1744 Ventures (owned by Fox). VVP was established

to invest in certain business opportunities. For example, VVP acquired a commercial

s lease in Beverly Hills, which it sublet to Echo Fox, Twin Galaxies, and VVPS,

9 among others at various times. VVPS was established to provide shared services to

io various entities within the VVP investment world, including Echo Fox, Twin

Galaxies, VVP and others. Raizada caused all his entities to enter into services

i2 agreements with VVPS, and charged the companies large fees for the services.

13 Raizada and Sclavos ran both companies.

14 67. On the same date as execution of the MIPSA, and as additional

i s consideration for the MIPSA, Raizada agreed to cause Eleven Stones to cause

distribution of 1 744 Venture's pro rata share of the assets of Vision Venture Partners,

l7 LLC, VVP Services, LLC and RAWR Opco, LLC to 1744 Ventures, and allow Fox

is to withdraw from these entities.

l9 68. Pursuant to the Agreement to Cause Distribution of Assets and Permit

20 Withdrawal, dated October 22, 2018, by and between Eleven Stones, LP and 1744

Ventures, LLC related to Vision Venture Partners, LLC, the parties would cause "a

22 distribution of all assets of the Company (Vision Venture Partners, LLC) to the

23 individual members of the Company (the "Distribution"). Such distribution shall

24 distribute the assets ofthe Company to the members on a pro rata basis free and clear

of any liens or encumbrances whatsoever." Further, the agreement provides that

Vision Venture Partners, LLC would permit 1744 Ventures, LLC to withdraw as a

27 member of the company.



I 69. Eleven Stones has refused to distribute the assets of Vision Venture

2 Partners to 1744 Ventures. Instead, Eleven Stones has agreed to put distributable

3 shares of investments held by Vision Venture Partners in escrow for future

distribution, pending certain liabilities.

5 70. Eleven Stones has refused to allow 1744 Ventures to review the

corporate books and finances of Vision Venture Partners to verify the assets for

distribution. 1744 Ventures is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that

B Raizada used Eleven Stones to manipulate or gain financial advantages for himself

9 and/or Eleven Stones, to the detriment of 1744 Ventures.

10 71. Eleven Stones has refused to allow 1744 Ventures, LLC to withdraw as

a member ofVision Venture Partners, LLC. Plaintiffs were informed that this refusal

12 to make any amendments was instructed by Raizada, even though he is not a

13 manager or member of VVP.

14 72. 1744 Ventures seeks an order compelling VVP and Eleven Stones to

13 allow it to audit the corporate books and financial records of Vision Venture

Partners, LLC, withdraw from the company, and receive its pro rata distribution of

17 the assets and no liabilities of Vision Venture Partners, LLC.

1B 73. Pursuant to the Agreement to Cause Distribution of Assets and Permit

19 Withdrawal, dated October 22, 2018, by and between Eleven Stones, LP and 1744

20 Ventures, LLC related to VVP Services, LLC, the parties would cause "a distribution

of all assets of the Company (VVP Services, LLC) to the individual members of the

22 Company (the "Distribution" ). Such distribution shall distribute the assets of the

23 Company to the members on a pro rata basis free and clear of any liens or

'24 encumbrances whatsoever."

25 74. Eleven Stones has refused to distribute the assets of VVP Services to

26 1744 Ventures.

27 75. Eleven Stones has refused to allow 1744 Ventures to review the

2B corporate books and finances of VVP Services to verify the assets for distribution.



1744 Ventures is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada used

Eleven Stones to manipulate or gain financial advantages for himself and/or Eleven

3 Stones, to the detriment of 1744 Ventures. 1744 Ventures is further informed and

4 believes, and thereupon alleges, that Sclavos has used VVP Services for his own

5 financial gain and advantage.

6 76. The VVP Services Operating Agreement provides that: (a) within 90

7 days after the end of each fiscal year the company will prepare and deliver financial

s statements to each Member and (b) the company shall provide each member with

9 monthly financial statements of the company within 20 days of the close of each

ip month.

II 77. The VVP Services Operating Agreement provides that the information

and records of the company will be maintained at the company's principal office and

each Member shall have the right, upon written demand, to examine and copy the

i4 documents within 10 days of written demand.

15 78. The VVP Services Operating Agreement provides that the company

i6 shall be manager managed and that managers shall be selected and appointed by

unanimous vote of the Members. The initial — and only — Managers of the company

were Eleven Stones, 1744 Ventures and Prometheus Ventures, LLC.

19 79. The VVP Services Operating Agreements provides that unanimous

2p vote of the Members is required to do the following, among other things: (a) cause

2i the company to make a loan to any Member, employee, officer or director, (b) co-

22 mingle company funds with those of any person, (c) delegate to any one person the

23 Managers'ights and power to manage and control the business and affairs of the

24 Company; or (d) authorize any transaction, agreement or action on behalf of the

25 company that is unrelated to its purpose.

26 80. Further, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does allow for

27 agreements between the company and a Member or their Affiliate, but only if the

2s agreement either (a) is on terms that are not less favorable than if the agreement were
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not with the Member or his Affiliate; (b) is on such terms that are fair and reasonable

under all the circumstances; or (c) is approved by a Unanimous Vote of the

disinterested Members. (12.2)

81. Additionally, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does not allow

any of the following actions, except with Unanimous Vote of the Members: (a)

incurring or paying for entertainment or entertainment related expenses in excess ol

$ 10,000 in any Distribution Year; (b) incurring any liability in excess of $ 10,000

after the Effective Date, other than liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of

business; (c) the purchase by company of any Business Property in excess of

$ 10,000; or (d) any act outside the ordinary course of business of the Company.

82. 1744 Ventures is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that

VVPS was used as a personal vehicle for the personal gain and benefit of Raizada

and Sclavos.

83. On or about September 1, 2017, Sclavos offered an employment

agreement to Raizada on behalf of VVPS, which was signed and acknowledged by

Raizada. Initially, the agreement provided for annual compensation of $24,000, plus

health insurance benefits. However, the agreement provided that the compensation

would increase to $350,000 on May 1, 2018. Moreover, the agreement provided that

Raizada would be allowed to incur expenses for meals and entertainment up to

$ 100,000 without approval of the company. Further, the agreement provided that the

company could use Raizada's credit cards, and he would retain all membership

reward points for all company purchases on those cards. Finally, the agreement

provided that the company would reimburse Raizada all costs associated with his

house at 9400 Flicker Way, Los Angles, California 90210 (Beverly Hills), whose

lease was held in Raizada's personal name. These costs included rent, maintenance,

utilities and other housing expenses. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

thereupon allege, that this property's rental price alone was in excess of $20,000 per

month.



I 84. Raizada's employment agreement with VVPS was only signed by

2 Sclavos, and was never signed or acknowledged by Fox on behalfof 1744 Ventures.

3 Indeed, 1744 Ventures was unaware of the employment agreement to Raizada. Thus,

4 this agreement was not enforceable and beyond the authorization of the VVP

s Services Operating Agreement.

6 85. Raizada's employment agreement is another example of Raizada using

and skimming from a company supported by investor money for his own personal

s benefit. In this case, VVPS provided services to Echo Fox, Twin Galaxies, Vision

Ventures, and VVP. These companies took on investment capital, including fi'om

io Vision Esports, LLC and others to support their businesses. At least in the case of

Echo Fox, Twin Galaxies and HD Films, they paid for services (from their investor

l2 money) to VVPS at rates instructed by Sclavos and Raizada. Then VVPS provided

i3 the benefits to Raizada and Sclavos, including but not limited to using company

i4 funds from investors to pay for Raizada's excessive lifestyle, including a $350,000

is salary, rental of a luxurious Beverly Hills home, and a $ 100,000/year expense

account, as set forth above. As for Sclavos, he was the beneficiary of a $2M loan to

i7 himself from investor funds, to pay for his lifestyle of illegal drugs and parties.

18 86. 1744 Ventures seeks an accounting of all the funds flowing into and out

i9 ofVVPS, and that it be awarded his pro rata share of all assets of the company. 1744

20 Ventures further requests that all funds paid to or on behalf of Raizada pursuant to

2i his employment agreement be disgorged back to the company, and Fox be awarded

22 his pro rata share of such disgorgement.

23

Raizada 's and Sclavos 'onsoiracv
24

87. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that at all
25

times relevant to the facts set forth in this complaint, Raizada exercised control and
26

dominion over Sclavos, which continues. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and
27

thereupon allege that this control arises from Sclavos'ndebtedness to Raizada for
28



funding his lifestyle. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

Sclavos owes Raizada substantial sums of money and that Raizada has a lien on

3 Sclavos'ouse.

4 88. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that with the

s capitulation and cooperation of Sclavos, Raizada has used his influence and control

6 to use all the companies under his and Sclavos'irect or indirect control as their

personal piggy bank. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

8 Raizada and Sclavos have used various companies to loan each other money back

9 and forth, transferring investor money between different entities that they owned,

io including but not limited to Vision Esports investments.

Il 89. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereupon allege that when

Twin Galaxies and Vision Entertainment were merged, Sclavos and Raizada caused

13 the money from Vision Entertainment to be loaned from Twin Galaxies to Echo Fox

i4 for some unexplained reason. Twin Galaxies needed funding, but instead the money

is was sent to Echo Fox, where Sclavos and Raizada ran the day to day operations.

16 90. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Twin

Galaxies negotiated a deal with Facebook worth $4,000,000. When that money came

in, however, the money went into Vision Venture Partners'ccount rather than Twin

19 Galaxies, per the instructions of Sclavos and Raizada. That money remains

20 unaccounted for by Sclavos and Raizada.

21 91. Beginning on or about September 2017, Sclavos and Raizada used VVP

22 Services to negotiate a deal with Yankee Global Enterprises, LLC ("Yankees"). The

23 Yankees acquired a limited partner interest in a company called Vision Esports LP,

24 for the purpose of fielding esports teams and producing esports related content.

26 Vision Esports, in turn, placed investments in three companies affiliated with VVP

26 Services, namely Echo Fox, LP, HD Films, LLC and Twin Galaxies, LLC. The

27 Yankees closed the deal on October 4, 2017.

28



i 92. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Sclavos

and Raizada provided an anti-dilution guaranty to the Yankees as part of the Vision

Esports investment.

4 93. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that to get

s around the Vision Esports anti-dilution protection for the Yankees, Sclavos and

Raizada created two other entities — Vision Esports II, LP and Vision Esports III, LP

7 to raise additional funds for the same investment opportunities and evade their anti-

s dilution commitment to the Yankees.

9 94. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that as soon

io as the Yankees and other Vision Esports funds were raised from investors such as

the St. Louis Cardinals, the Scripps Family, the Disney family office, the Edmonton

Oilers and Kevin Durant, Sclavos and Raizada instructed one of the companies

13 funded by those investments to cause a loan of $2,000,000 to be made to Sclavos for

i4 his personal use. Unbeknownst to Fox, effectively, a portfolio company of the

is limited partners of the Vision Esports investor group was using investment funds to

l6 loan the money to Sclavos at below market rate. Rather than returning value, the

17 esports investment by the Vision Esports investors appears to have been pocketed

i8 and misused for personal financial gain by Sclavos, with the assistance of Raizada.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that these alleged

20 wrongdoings were brought to the attention of Raizada, but he failed to take action

and hid these acts. Plaintiffs are further informed and believe, and thereupon allege,

22 that at the same time these funds were being diverted to Sclavos for his personal use,

23 portfolio companies, such as HD Films and Twin Galaxies, were lacking financial

support for their companies. Funds that should have been used to fund the ongoing

2s company activities were instead being funneled to Sclavos at Raizada's direction

and approval.

27 95. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that when

2ii these issues were raised with Raizada, he responded: "No investor funds went from



any money raised to Stratton. They went to vision esports who bought and were

given equity interest in their respective companies. Those companies can do

3 whatever they want with the money, Stratton has no control over that." This attitude

4 underlies all of Raizada's actions, namely, bringing in money and using it for his

s own benefit and the detriment of others. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and

thereupon allege, that he used and controlled Sclavos to accomplish these purposes,

in concert for each of their benefits.

9 Fall ofEcho Fox

10 96. When Axin took control of Echo Fox, Fox and Jones were shocked to

find the true condition of the company. Operations were a disaster. Sclavos and

iz Raizada had caused the company to take on nearly $6 million in debt — the Twin

13 Galaxies Notes, despite Scalvos'ssertion that he had raised millions of dollars for

the company. The company's bank account was small. Revenues were minimal, as

is sponsors were canceling. There were issues with the players'nion, as promises had

evidently been made to players, which were not kept. Employees were disgruntled

and leaving.

IS 97. After failing to cause an extension of the Twin Galaxies Notes, but

l9 instead acquiring those notes, converting them to senior preferred units ofEcho Fox,

zo and then acquiring other shares of other limited partners of Echo Fox, Raizada then

sought to force the company to continue the sales process through LionTree.

22 However, this process fell apart because of Raizada.

23 98. On or about April 1,2019, it was brought to light that Raizada had been

mistreating Hall. He was bullying Hall to force him into doing what he wanted done,

2s and during this time, Raizada called Hall a "N-word." It was also brought to light

that Raizada had made anti-Semitic comments toward other third parties. Further, it

27 was revealed that Raizada had threatened and sought to intimidate Fox and his family

zs members.



I 99. As a result of these revelations of racist behavior, Riot Games, the

controller of the North American Championship League of Legends league,

determined that Raizada must be removed from Echo Fox or Riot Games would sell

4 Echo Fox's Slot in the league. Despite best efforts to sell Echo Fox, an opportunity

s did not arise, and Riot Games gave Echo Fox a deadline to sell the team or the slot.

6 100. At this point, Raizada is potential the biggest winner in the forced sale

of Echo Fox. Raizada masterminded a series of events to get Axin to pay him

s $ 10,000,000, atler which he took every step possible to undermine that purchase.

9 Rather than cause an extension of the Twin Galaxies Notes, he acquired them and

io called the notes. Putting Echo Fox in a position of duress, he then compelled the

company to take the full face value of the Twin Galaxies Notes as converted equity

and grant himself senior preferred rights. As a senior preferred partner, he stands to

make roughly $ 19 million from sale of the Echo Fox Riot slot, on top of the $ 10

i4 million he already received from Axin, whereas Axin will make no money in a sale

is transaction at this point.

16

17 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

Fraud against Defendants Eleven Stones. LP. Raizada dc Srivastava

19 101. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 100 are repled and realleged as

20 though fully set forth herein.

2I 102. This is a cause ofaction brought by Plaintiffs Axin Digital Sport Group,

22 LLC, 1744 Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against the Defendants Eleven Stones, LP,

23 Amit Raizada, and Ravi Srivastava, jointly and severally, for fraud in the

24 inducement. As set forth herein, Eleven Stones is the alter ego of Raizada.

25 103. As set forth herein, Raizada negotiated the terms leading to the MIPSA.

26 As part of that negotiation, he represented that he and Eleven Stones had control of

27 the management of the entity/entities holding the Twin Galaxies Notes. He

2ii represented that he would exercise that authority and control to cause and extension



of the Twin Galaxies Notes until December 31, 2019.

2 104. This representation was actually false. In fact, Raizada and Eleven

Stones either did not have the control or made no effort to cause an extension of the

Twin Galaxies Notes because they soon thereafter sought to acquire and then call

s the payment of the Twin Galaxies Notes.

6 105. Raizada knew that this was a material representation and intended for

the Plaintiffs to rely on this statement. Indeed, without an extension of the Twin

8 Galaxies Notes, there would have been no incentive for Axin to spend $ 10,000,000

9 to assume the position of control within Echo Fox.

10 106. Raizada and Eleven Stones knew that this representation was false, or

were reckless about its truth, intending only that the Plaintiffs rely on the

representation to enter into the MIPSA agreement.

13 107. The Plaintiffs did rely on the statements of Raizada, as evidenced by

14 the MIPSA itself. Raizada and Eleven Stones defrauded the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs

1s have been harmed by their reliance and investment of funds. Raizada and Eleven

Stones'epresentation was a substantial factor in causing the harm suffered by

17 Plaintiffs.

108. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's and ElevenStones'9

fraudulent behavior, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,

20 but at least $ 10,000,000. Plaintiffs are also entitled to and seek punitive damages

21 based on Defendants'cts of malice, oppression and fraud.

22

23

24

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

Fraud against Defendants Eleven Stones. LP. Raizada & Sri vastava

109. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 108 are repled and realleged as
25

though fully set forth herein.
26

110. This is a cause ofaction brought by Plaintiffs 1744 Ventures, LLC and
27

Rick Fox against the Defendants Eleven Stones, LP, Amit Raizada, and Ravi
28



Srivastava, jointly and severally, for fraud in the inducement. As set forth herein,

2 Eleven Stones is the alter ego of Raizada.

3 111. As set forth herein, Raizada negotiated the terms leading to the MIPSA.

a As part of that negotiation, he represented that he and Eleven Stones would cause

s distribution of the assets of Vision Venture Partners, LLC and VVP Services, LLC

to 1744 Ventures, as well as other terms therein. The finalization of these agreements

was a key inducement for Fox, through 1744 Ventures, to enter into the MIPSA,

s which Raizada knew.

9 112. This representation was actually false, and made them to induce and

io appease Fox. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Eleven

Stones and Raizada never intended to cause a distribution unless it was on their

additional terms, including Fox and 1744 Ventures taking their share of liabilities as

well.

14 113. Raizada knew that this was a material representation and intended the

is Plaintiffs to rely on this statement. Indeed, a key inducement to Fox, which Raizada

knew, was the ability of Fox to get away from Raizada and not be involved in any

of his business ever again.

IB 114. Raizada and Eleven Stones knew that their representation was false, or

[9 were reckless about its truth, intending only that the Plaintiffs rely on the

zo representation as further inducement to enter into the MIPSA.

21 115. The Plaintiffs did rely on the statements of Raizada, as evidenced by

22 the documents to Cause Distribution. Raizada and Eleven Stones defrauded the

23 Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs have been harmed by their reliance. Raizada and Eleven

24 Stones'epresentation was a substantial factor in causing this harm.

25 116. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's and Eleven Stones'raudulent

behavior, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial,

p7 but at least $ 10,000,000. Plaintiffs are also entitled to and seek punitive damages

zs based on Defendants'cts of malice, oppression and fraud.



i THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

2 Fraud against Defendants Raizada. Sclavos & Sri vastava

3 117. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 116 are repled and realleged as

4 though fully set forth herein.

5 118. This is a cause of action brought by Plaintiffs Axin Digital Sports

6 Group, LLC, 1744 Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against the Defendants Eleven

7 Stones, LP, Amit Raizada, and Ravi Srivastava, jointly and severally, for fraud in

s the inducement. As set forth herein, Eleven Stones is the alter ego of Raizada.

9 119. As set forth herein, Raizada with the collusion of Sclavos undertook to

io change the character of Echo Fox on the very day that the MIPSA was signed.

Unbeknownst to the Plaintiffs, Raizada — through his puppet and brother in-law,

12 Srivistava — and Sclavos changed the Echo Fox Partnership Agreement. Specifically,

l3 they changed the partnership agreement to more easily allow for removal of the

i4 general partner — Esports. Prior to October 22, 2018, the general partner could only

is be removed by final, non-appealable judgment of a court finding cause for removal.

i6 By their change, Raizada set up his ploy to manipulate the general partnership. He

and Sclavos changed the partnership agreement so that the general partner could now

is be removed with or without cause by a supermajority of the limited partners.

i9 Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada and Sclavos

zo would then reinstall someone that benefited them into the GP and set up extra gains

for themselves in the waterfall distribution.

22 120. Defendants knew or should have known that this was a material

23 omission of fact, which would have been relied upon by the Plaintiffs in entering

z4 into the MIPSA. In fact, the Plaintiffs had no idea that they could now be removed

23 without court order. Had Plaintiffs known the truth of the deceptive act, they would

not have entered into the MIPSA on the terms they did.

27 121. Raizada and Sclavos knew or should have known that this was a

zs material omission and not only intended but did hide this fact from the Plaintiffs.



Indeed, Plaintiffs were only made aware of the change when Raizada revealed it

during negotiation of the call of the Twin Galaxies Notes and their subsequent

3 conversion. At that point, Raizada refused to change the removal process back to its

4 original form stating that he had made that change to protect himself from Fox.

5 122. Plaintiffs relied on the information they knew prior to October 22, 2018,

and the concealment of this information was material and would have been relied

upon by them. Raizada and Sclavos colluded and defrauded the Plaintiffs. The

s Plaintiffs have been harmed by their reliance and Defendants'missions.

9 123. Raizada and Sclavos'aterial omission was a substantial factor in

io causing the harm suffered by Plaintiffs. As a direct and proximate result ofRaizada's

and Eleven Stones'raudulent behavior, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount

to be proven at trial, but at least $ 10,000,000. Plaintiffs are also entitled to and seek

13 punitive damages based on Defendants'cts of malice, oppression and fraud.

|4

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Breaclt ofContract aeainst Defendants Eleven Stones. LP and Raizada

l7 124. The allegations ofparagraphs I through 123 are repled and realleged as

is though fully set forth herein.

19 125. This is a cause ofaction for breach ofcontract by Plaintiffs Axin Digital

20 Sports Group, LLC against Defendants Eleven Stones, LP and Raizada, jointly and

severally. As set forth herein, Eleven Stones is the alter ego of Raizada.

22 126. On October 22, 2018, Axin purchased controlling interest in the GP of

23 Echo Fox — Esports, LLC — from Raizada and his various corporate entities.

24 127. Beginning in about June 2018, Jones began negotiating with Raizada

for 1744 Ventures and SourceRock to acquire Eleven Stones'hares in SBV Holdco,

LLC, the controlling entity of Esports, LLC, which in turn functioned as the GP of

27 Echo Fox. The entire negotiation with Eleven Stones was with Raizada. Raizada

spoke as though he was the sole person responsible for Eleven Stones and negotiated



every aspect of the deal. Srivastava had no involvement in the negotiations.

2 128. On or about October 22, 2018, Axin and Eleven Stones signed the

3 MIPSA, whereby Eleven Stones agreed to sell the Eleven Stones Units in SBV

Holdco, LLC to Axin for the total sum of $ 10,000,000. These units represented 50%

s of the ownership of SBV Holdco, LLC, and in addition to allowing control of the

GP by a new entity, would give Axin and its third-party beneficiaries an increased

ownership in Echo Fox, which was valued at $53,750,000 at the time.

8 129. As a further condition of the MIPSA, Eleven Stones represented and

9 warranted that it "has done, has caused to be done, will do or will cause to be done"

io the extensions of the Twin Galaxies Notes.

ll 130. Characteristic of all deals involving Raizada, Srivastava signed the

i2 MIPSA for Eleven Stones. Plaintiffs contend Srivastava was instructed and

13 controlled to sign the MIPSA by Raizada.

14 131. Axin fulfilled its obligations under the MIPSA, and the attendant

is promissory note. Eleven Stones and Raizada were paid $ 10,000,000 plus appropriate

16 interest for the Eleven Stones Units.

17 132. Eleven Stones and Raizada breached their representations, warranties

is and obligations under the MIPSA by failing to cause an extension of the Twin

19 Galaxies Notes. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

2o neither Eleven Stones nor Raizada actually made any effort to extend the Twin

21 Galaxies Notes. Instead, in direct contradiction of their obligations, Raizada caused

22 Eleven Stones to acquire the Twin Galaxies Notes.

23 133. Axin is informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that Raizada began

negotiating the acquisition of the Twin Galaxies Notes from Twin Galaxies in

25 December 2018. Axin is further informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that

26 Raizada (by and through Eleven Stones) and others formed EF Loans, LLC to

27 acquire the Twin Galaxies Notes prior to the end of the 2018 calendar year.

28 134. Five days after Axin completed its first half of the payments under the



MIPSA in January 2019, Raizada caused his personal attorney, who also represents

2 Eleven Stones and others, to send a demand letter for payment of the Twin Galaxy

3 Notes to Echo Fox. EF Loans, LLC stated that it now owned the debts and demanded

4 immediate payment, despite the fact that Raizada and Eleven Stones (majority

s owners of EF Loans, LLC) were to have caused an extension of these loans through

the end of 2019.

7 135. Raizada, Eleven Stones and EF Loans, LLC then caused Echo Fox,

s under duress, to accept the payment demand on the Twin Galaxies Notes and convert

such into Senior Preferred Limited Partner Units within Echo Fox.

136. Thereafter, Raizada caused an extreme devaluation in Echo Fox,

because ofhis racist comments, threatening behavior and unrelenting efforts to cause

immediate sale of the company for his personal benefit.

13 137. Eleven Stones and Raizada breached their obligations under the

14 MIPSA, and caused damage to Axin.

IS 138. Plaintiff suffered direct financial harm because of Eleven Stones'nd
16 Raizada's breach. The exact amount of damages is not certain at this time, but will

be proven at the time of trial, and include at least $ 10,000,000 plus any value lost by

1s the unfair creation of EF Loans, LLC's conversion to Senior Preferred Limited

19 Partner Units and the subsequent devaluation of Echo Fox.

20

21

22

23

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach ofDutv ofGood Faith & Fair Dealing

against Defendants Eleven Stones. LP and Raizada

24 139. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 138 are repled and realleged as

2s though fully set forth herein.

26 140. This is a cause of action for breach of the duty of good faith and fair

27 dealing by Plaintiffs Axin Digital Sports Group, LLC against Defendants Eleven

Stones, LP and Raizada, jointly and severally. As set forth herein, Eleven Stones is



the alter ego of Raizada.

2 141. Axin and Eleven Stones entered into the MIPSA in October 2018.

3 Eleven Stones and Raizada therefore had an affirmative duty to (a) refrain from

4 doing anything which will deprive the other parties of the benefits of their agreement

s and (b) perform all acts that the MIPSA presupposes they would do to accomplish

the purpose of the MIPSA, even if not expressly set out in the terms of the contract.

7 142. Axin fulfilled all or substantially all of its responsibilities set forth in

8 the MIPSA.

9 143. Eleven Stones and Raizada unfairly interfered with the Plaintiffs'ight

to receive the benefits of the MIPSA, including but not limited to the following:

ll (a) Eleven Stones and/or Raizada changed the form of the Echo Fox Partner

l4

Agreement so that the general partner — rights to which Axin had just paid

$ 10,000,000 — could be removed by a simple vote of the Limited Partners

for any reason;

15 (b) Eleven Stones and Raizada intentionally failed to cause an extension of

the Twin Galaxies Notes through December 31, 2019;

18

(c) Eleven Stones and Raizada immediately sought to acquire and use the

Twin Galaxies Notes for their personal benefit to change the operation and

ownership of Echo Fox, for which Axin had just paid $ 10,000,000; and

2p (d) Eleven Stones and Raizada failed to affect the distributions of the VVP

2I and VVPS agreements.

22 144. Axin suffered direct financial harm because of Eleven Stones'nd
23 Raizada's breach. The exact amount of damages is not certain at this time, but will

24 be proven at the time of trial, and include at least $ 10,000,000 plus any value lost by

23 the unfair creation of EF Loans, LLC's conversion to Senior Preferred Limited

Partner Units and the subsequent devaluation of Echo Fox.

27

28 SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION



Breach ofContract aeainst Defendants VVP. Eleven Stones. LP and Rai zada

2 145. The allegations of paragraphs 1 through 144 are repled and realleged as

3 though fully set forth herein.

4 146. This is a cause of action for breach of contract by Plaintiffs 1744

s Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against Defendants Vision Venture Partners, LLC,

Eleven Stones, LP and Raizada, jointly and severally. As set forth herein, Eleven

7 Stones is the alter ego of Raizada. Fox is a third-party beneficiary of the asserted

s contract breached by Eleven Stones and Raizada.

9 147. On or about October 22, 2018, and as further consideration for the

io MIPSA, Eleven Stones and Raizada entered into an Agreement to Cause Distribution

of Assets and Permit Withdrawal (" VVP Agreement") with 1744 Ventures.

12 148. Pursuant to the VVP Agreement, the Parties agreed that upon closing

13 of the MIPSA, they would create definitive documents to cause

14 (a) a distribution of assets of the Company to the members of the Company;

16

17

(b) an amendment to the Company's Operating Agreement to remove any and

all language restricting the ability of any Party to conduct business freely

in any manner whatsoever and requiring any Party to offer business

opportunities to the Company or its members; and

19 (c) Permitting 1744 Ventures, LLC to withdraw as a member of the

20 Company.

21 149. The parties eventually executed an agreement that effected (b) and (c)

22 of the above. However, Eleven Stones and Raizada have refused to cause distribution

23 of the assets to 1744 Ventures and Fox.

24 150. Moreover, Eleven Stones and Raizada refuse to allow 1744 Ventures

23 and Fox to review the financial and business documents of the company to confirm

the assets. 1744 Ventures and Fox are informed and believe, and thereupon allege,

27 that Eleven Stones and Raizada have raided the corporate coffers for their benefits.

Thus, 1744 Ventures and Fox seek access to the corporate financial documents and



an accounting of the company for all its income and expenses to verify the assets of

the company.

3 151. 1744 Ventures and Fox seek a declaratory judgment that neither are

4 liable for any of the liabilities of Vision Venture Partners, LLC.

5 152. Further, 1744 Ventures and Fox seek an order compelling VVP, Eleven

Stones and Raizada to cause an immediate distribution of the assets of the company.

8 SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

9 Breach ofContract against Defendants VVP Services.

Eleven Stones. LP and Raizada

Il 153. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 152 are repled and realleged as

though fully set forth herein.

13 154. This is a cause of action for breach of contract by Plaintiffs 1744

i4 Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against Defendants Vision Venture Partners, LLC,

is Eleven Stones, LP and Raizada, jointly and severally. As set forth herein, Eleven

16 Stones is the alter ego of Raizada. Fox is a third-party beneficiary of the asserted

contract breached by Eleven Stones and Raizada.

18 155. On or about October 22, 2018, and as further consideration for the

19 MIPSA, Eleven Stones and Raizada entered into an Agreement to Cause Distribution

2(1 of Assets and Permit Withdrawal related to VVP Services, LLC (" VVPS

Agreemenf') with 1744 Ventures.

22 156. Pursuant to the VVPS Agreement, the Parties agreed that upon closing

23 of the MIPSA, they would create definitive documents to cause

24

25

26

27

28

(d) a distribution of assets of the Company to the individual members of the

Company;

(e) an amendment to the Company's Operating Agreement to remove any and

all language restricting the ability of any Party to conduct business freely

in any manner whatsoever and requiring any Party to offer business



opportunities to the Company or its members; and

(fl Permitting 1744 Ventures, LLC to withdraw as a member of the

Company.

157. Eleven Stones and Raizada have refused to affect these provisions.

5 158. Moreover, Eleven Stones and Raizada refuse to allow 1744 Ventures

and Fox to review the financial and business documents of the company to confirm

7 the assets. 1744 Ventures and Fox are informed and believe, and thereupon allege,

ii that Eleven Stones and Raizada have raided the corporate coffers for their benefits.

Thus, 1744 Ventures and Fox seek access to the corporate financial documents and

io an accounting of the company for all its income and expenses to verify the assets of

the company and cause distribution of 1744 Venture's pro rata share of the assets.

12 159. 1744 Ventures and Fox seek a declaratory judgment that neither are

i3 liable for any of the liabilities of VVP Services, LLC.

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Breach ofFiduciarv Dutv aeainsr Sclavos & Raizada

17 160. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 159 are repled and realleged as

is though fully set forth herein.

19 161. This is a cause of action for breach of contract by Plaintiffs 1744

20 Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against Defendants Stratton Sclavos and Amit Raizada.

Plaintiffs contend that Sclavos and Raizada in the actions set forth in this cause of

22 ac'tioil.

23 162. Eleven Stones, Prometheus Ventures Partners, LLC, and 1744 Ventures

24 entered into Operating Agreement for both Vision Ventures Partners, LLC and VVP

25 Services, LLC, on or about December 10, 2016, making the three of them equal

members of the company. VVP Services was formed to provide services for various

27 umbrella companies.

28 163. The VVP and VVP Services Operating Agreement further provides that



the company shall be manager managed and that managers shall be selected and

2 appointed by unanimous vote of the Members. The initial — and only — Managers ot

3 the company were Eleven Stones, 1744 Ventures and Prometheus Ventures, LLC.

4 164. The VVP and VVP Services Operating Agreements provides that

s unanimous vote of the Members is required to do the following, among other things:

(a) cause the company to make a loan to any Member, employee, officer or director,

(b) co-mingle company funds with those of any person, (c) delegate to any one

s person the Managers'ights and power to manage and control the business and

9 affairs of the Company; or (d) authorize any transaction, agreement or action on

io behalf of the company that is unrelated to its purpose.

ll 1 65. Further, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does allow for

i2 agreements between the company and a Member or their Affiliate, but only if the

agreement either (a) is on terms that are not less favorable than ifthe agreement were

i4 not with the Member or his Affiliate; (b) is on such terms that are fair and reasonable

is under all the circumstances; or (c) is approved by a Unanimous Vote of the

disinterested Members. (12.2)

l7 166. Additionally, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does not allow

is any of the following actions, except with Unanimous Vote of the Members: (a)

19 incurring or paying for entertainment or entertainment related expenses in excess of

20 $ 10,000 in any Distribution Year; (b) incurring any liability in excess of $ 10,000

after the Effective Date, other than liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of

22 business; (c) the purchase by company of any Business Property in excess of

23 $ 10,000; or (d) any act outside the ordinary course of business of the Company.

24 167. Without unanimous approval of the Members, let alone approval by

2s 1744 Ventures or Fox, on or about September 1, 2017, Sclavos offered an

employment agreement to Raizada on behalf of VVPS, which was signed and

27 acknowledged by Raizada. This agreement was for Raizada's person benefit and to

2s the detriment of the company. Initially, the agreement provided for annual



compensation of $24,000, plus health insurance benefits. However, the agreement

2 provided that the compensation would increase to $350,000 on May 1, 2018.

3 Moreover, the agreement provided that Raizada would be allowed to incur expenses

4 for meals and entertainment up to $ 100,000 without approval of the company.

s Further, the agreement provided that the company could use Raizada's credit cards,

and he would retain all membership reward points for all company purchases on

those cards. Finally, the agreement provided that the company would reimburse

8 Raizada all costs associated with the house at 9400 Flicker Way, Los Angles,

California 90210 (Beverly Hills), whose lease was held in Raizada's personal name.

io These costs included rent, maintenance, utilities and other housing expenses.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that this property's rental

12 price alone was in excess of $20,000 monthly.

13 168. Raizada's employment agreement with VVPS was only signed by

Sclavos and was never signed or acknowledged by Fox on behalf of 1744 Ventures.

is Indeed, 1744 Ventures was unaware of the employment agreement to Raizada. Thus,

this agreement was not enforceable and was beyond the authorization of the VVP

17 Services Operating Agreement.

l8 169. Sclavos was operating VVP Services on a day to day basis and thus had

19 a fiduciary duty owed to the company and its members.

20 170. Sclavos unilaterally offered, likely at the direction of Raizada, to

implement Raizada's employment agreement, to whom he owed substantial sums of

money.

23 171. As a direct and proximate result of Sclavos'reach of fiduciary duty,

24 1744 Ventures and Fox have been deprived of income, value and assets as a result

23 of Sclavos establishing this employment agreement for Raizada. 1744 and Fox have

26 suffered damages as a result of this breach in an amount to be proven at trial, but at

27 least in excess of $750,000.

28 172. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's breach of fiduciary duty



and his participation in this conspiracy, Raizada benefited from the agreement to the

2 amount of at least $750,000. Raizada should be compelled to disgorge the

unauthorized compensation and reimburse the company for the benefits he received.

4 1744 and Fox have been suffered damages as a result of this breach in an amount to

s be proven at trial, but at least in excess of $750,000.

7 NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION

8 Consriiracv against Raizada anti Sclavos

9 173. The allegations of paragraphs 1 through 172 are repled and realleged as

lo though fully set forth herein.

174. This is a cause of action for conspiracy by Plaintiffs 1744 Ventures,

12 LLC and Rick Fox against Defendants Amit Raizada and Stratton Sclavos.

l3 175. Eleven Stones, Prometheus Ventures Partners, LLC, and 1744 Ventures

14 entered into an Operating Agreement for VVP Services, on or about December 10,

ls 2016, making the three of them equal members of the company. VVP Services was

formed to provide services for various umbrella companies.

l7 176. The VVP Services Operating Agreement further provides that the

company shall be manager-managed and that managers shall be selected and

19 appointed by unanimous vote of the Members. The initial — and only — Managers of

2o the company were Eleven Stones, 1744 Ventures and Prometheus Ventures, LLC.

2I 177. The VVP Services Operating Agreements provides that unanimous

vote of the Members is required to do the following, among other things: (a) cause

23 the company to make a loan to any Member, employee, officer or director, (b) co-

24 mingle company funds with those of any person, (c) delegate to any one person the

2s Managers'ights and power to manage and control the business and affairs of the

Company; or (d) authorize any transaction, agreement or action on behalf of the

27 company that is unrelated to its purpose.

28 178. Further, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does allow for



agreements between the company and a Member or their Affiliate, but only if the

agreement either (a) is on terms that are not less favorable than if the agreement were

not with the Member or his Affiliate; (b) is on such terms that are fair and reasonable

under all the circumstances; or (c) is approved by a Unanimous Vote of the

disinterested Members. (12.2)

179. Additionally, the VVP Services Operating Agreement does not allow

7 any of the following actions, except with Unanimous Vote of the Members: (a)

incurring or paying for entertainment or entertainment related expenses in excess of

$ 10,000 in any Distribution Year; (b) incurring any liability in excess of $ 10,000
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after the Effective Date, other than liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of

business; (c) the purchase by company of any Business Property in excess of

$ 10,000; or (d) any act outside the ordinary course of business of the Company.

180. Without unanimous approval of the Members, let alone approval by

1744 Ventures or Fox, on or about September I, 2017, Raizada convinced Sclavos

to give him employment agreement, which was signed by Sclavos and

acknowledged by Raizada. Initially, the agreement provided for annual

compensation of $24,000, plus health insurance benefits. However, the agreement

provided that the compensation would increase to $350,000 on May 1, 2018.

Moreover, the agreement provided that Raizada would be allowed to incur expenses

for meals and entertainment up to $ 100,000 without approval of the company.

Further, the agreement provided that the company could use Raizada's credit cards,

and he would retain all membership reward points for all company purchases on

those cards. Finally, the agreement provided that the company would reimburse

Raizada all costs associated with the house at 9400 Flicker Way, Los Angles,

California 90210 (Beverly Hills), whose lease was held in Raizada's personal name.

These costs included rent, maintenance, utilities and other housing expenses.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and thereupon allege, that this property's rental

price alone was in excess of $20,000 monthly.



I 181. Raizada's employment agreement with VVPS was only signed by

Sclavos, and never signed or acknowledged by Fox on behalf of 1744 Ventures.

3 Indeed, 1744 Ventures was unaware of the employment agreement to Raizada. Thus,

4 this agreement was not enforceable and beyond the authorization of the VVP

s Services Operating Agreement.

6 182. Raizada and Sclavos agreed to commit a wrongful act by providing

Raizada with compensation through VVPS without approval of 1744 Ventures or

s Fox. Their intention was to use VVPS, and the funds invested by others, for their

own personal benefits. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that Sclavos'otivation

io was to benefit Raizada, to whom he owed substantial sums of money.

183. As a direct and proximate result ofRaizada's and Sclavos'onspiracy,

12 1744 Ventures and Fox have been deprived of income, value and assets as a result

l3 of the Defendants'onspiracy. 1744 and Fox have been suffered damages as a result

i4 of this breach in an amount to be proven at trial, but at least in excess of $750,000.

15 184. 1744 Ventures and Fox seek an accounting of all the funds flowing into

l6 and out of VVPS. 1744 Ventures further requests that all funds paid to or on behalf

of Raizada pursuant to his employment agreement be disgorged back to the

company.

19 185. 1744 Ventures and Fox further seek an accounting of all benefits

2o received by Raizada or Sclavos from either VVP or VVPS, and that all funds paid

to them be disgorged to the companies and distributed as assets.

22

23

24

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Defamalion neainsl Rnizadn
26

186. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 185 are repled and realleged as
26

though fully set forth herein.
27

28
187. This is a cause of action for defamation — both libel and slander - by



Plaintiff Rick Fox against Defendant Amit Raizada.

2 188. Raizada made false statements about Fox to third parties, both in

writing and orally. Among such statements are the following:

4 ~ "Rick has never put in any ofhis own money into Echo Fox, not one dollar

S ofhis own cash."

6 ~ "Rick got frustrated, but after a three-month negotiation we agreed on a

7 buyout price and he agreed to pay $ 10 million to buy me out. He got two

companies to give him the $ 5 million up front and I financed the other $ 5

million."

10 ~ "Regardless of all that happened, Rick.took the email [Amit's racist

comments] and said he is going to take it to the press unless I waive the $5

million he owned me."

13 ~ "Rick tried to extort family members ofmine telling them he was going to

drag them through the mud."

IS ~ "Rick basically took a company worth $ 150 million dollars and blew

16 through all the money and didn't have any cash whatsoever."

17 See https: Ilupcomer. comllolr'story/1427355/raizada-comes-forward-to-

i8 dispute-allegations-by fox.
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~ "Rick has been blatantly lying about anything he can come up with to get

any kind of camera attention."

~ "He knew he's a celebrity and he could get in front of everyone and come

up with a sad story about how the business guys screwed over the athlete.

But that's not the case. He screwed the investors over."

~ "Over the past six to seven months, Raizada says, investors have watched

Rick Fox diminish the value of Echo Fox from $ 150 million last year to its

latest selling price of $30.2 million."

~ "Fox also credited Raizada with helping him personally in working on the
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business of Echo Fox."

~ "In 2015, a semi-retired Raizada was approached by Fox about getting

involved in an esports company. His response was that Fox should forget

about the company, and that the two should instead go off and form their

own esports team."

~ "The two have been friends for over 20 years."

~ "One chance of making money, [Rick] puts everything aside, including all

ethics."

~ "Fox was living by each paycheck at the time."

~ "On Raizada's end, he put up $500,000 [to fund Echo Fox]. Fellow

investor Stratton Sclavos put up the other $500,000 and then volunteered

to run and operate the company."

~ "Fox's acting career was not going well and he wanted more money as a

result."

~ "Raizada claims that his former friend's financial woes came after TNT

and the show Shameless declined to renew his contracts. He had also taken

a second mortgage on his condo to support his ongoing lifestyle."

~ "From what he's told me, he has no savings and no assets."

~ "From then to now, he's run the company to the ground, spent all the

money. The company has nothing to show for it. No dollars in the bank

account. They can't meet payroll. Me and others have been keeping the

company alive in hopes of selling it, since there's no money."

~ "Fox chose to leak the [racist] emails specifically after Raizada refused to

release Rick from the $ 5 million debt he owed."

~ "Fox threatened his own family by insinuating in emails that Raizada's

brother-in-law was going to be 'dragged through negative press'fRaizada

didn't cooperate with Fox."

~ "He didn't even put $ 1 into this business. His whole deal was that he would



be the face. And he threatened he would walk away and screw all of us."

See https:llwin.gglnews/1898/echo fox-investor-amit-raizada-responds-to-rick-

3 fox%2 7s-allegations

4 189. These statements were in fact false.

5 190. Raizada knew that these statements were false when made.

Alternatively, Raizada failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity

of these statements.

8 191. Because of the facts and circumstances known to the hearer(s) and/or

reader(s) of the statements, the statements were intended to expose Fox to hatred,

io contempt, ridicule and to discourage others from associating or dealing with him.

192. Fox suffered harm to his property, business, profession, or occupation.

The statements by Raizada were a substantial factor in causing Fox's harm.

193. Raizada's wrongful conduct was a substantial factor in causing actual

i4 damages, which Fox is entitled to recover as follows:

15

l6

17

18

a) Harm to Fox's property, business, trade, profession, or occupation;

b) Expenses Fox had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements;

c) Harm to Fox's reputation; and/or

d) Fox's shame, mortification, or hurt feelings.

19 194. Fox is also entitled to recover punitive damages because Raizada either

20 knew the statements were false or had serious doubts about the truth of the

statements, and Raizada acted with malice, oppression, or fraud.

22

23

24

ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Intentional Infliction ofEmotional Distress against Raizada

25 195. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 194 are repled and realleged as

though fully set forth herein.

27

28 196. This is a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress by



Plaintiff Rick Fox against Defendant Amit Raizada.

197. Afler Fox refused to placate Raizada's demands and requests, Raizada

3 conducted himself in a manner that is outrageous in his conduct.

4 198. Raizada called Fox racist names including "Sand N-word".

s 199. Raizada threatened to harm Fox and his family immediately and

throughout their lives in the years to come.

200. Raizada on multiple occasions caused articles to be published in order

s to highlight his own self-proclaimed business acumen and attempt to belittle and

9 undermine Fox. These interviews and publications have been full of lies and

deceptions.

201. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that Raizada hired

investigators or others to follow and intimidate Fox, including but not limited to

times when critical decisions were being made at the Echo Fox level.

i4 202. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that in previous

is litigations accusing him of unethical and illegal behavior, Raizada has undertaken

i6 similar actions to intimidate his defrauded business partners and attempt to

intimidate and smear them through the media. Fox is informed and believes, and

is thereupon alleges, that Raizada has engaged a public relations firm and/or a firm

19 specializing in search engine optimization (SEO) to engage with the media, handle

~o his social media and create and publish online content designed to control Raizada's

public image by suppressing critical articles and highlighting positive stories about

22 Raizada. Whenever stories have appeared criticizing Raizada or exposing his

23 unethical and illegal behavior, new positive articles and old articles that paint him in

24 a more flattering light, have been published and driven to the top of search engine

&5 results in order mute the impact of negative articles focusing upon negative aspects

such as his racist or anti-Semitic text messages or unethical behavior. Further, Fox

27 is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada will hire others to take

zs these actions on his behalf while hiding his involvement, and will even erase or



destroy computers, servers, or files to eviscerate documents and information. Fox

believes and is informed of this having happened in at least one lawsuit in Kansas

3 involving Raizada.

4 203. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that these actions

5 were taken to intimidate and keep Fox under Raizada's thumb and ever watchful

eye. Ironically, Raizada sent Fox threatening text messages employing the racially

charged term "slave" 'when it was actually he who was disparaging Fox, declaring

him less intelligent and attempting to make him subservient. In on such text message,

9 Raizada declared that he demanded from Fox "1-2 days a week of slavery."

io 204. If Fox was not taking actions at Echo Fox, or otherwise, in accordance

with Raizada's demands, Raizada would deploy one of these actions to intimidate

Fox and his family.

205. Raizada's conduct was taken to cause emotional distress, or at the very

14 least was reckless.

206. As a result of Raizada's conduct, Fox has suffered severe emotional

i6 distress, including but not limited to extreme nervousness, elevated anxiety, worry,

shock, public humiliation, and shame.

is 207. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's actions, Fox has been

i9 injured in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of

20 $ 10,000,000. Further, given Raizada's outrageous racist and threatening conduct,

21 Fox is entitled to an award of punitive damages.

22

23

24

TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Intentional Inflictio ofEmotional Distress aeainst Raizada

25 208. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 207 are repled and realleged as

26 though fully set forth herein.

27

2s 209. This is a claim for negligent infliction of emotional distress by Plaintiff



Rick Fox against Defendant Amit Raizada.

210. After Fox refused to placate Raizada's demands and requests, Raizada

conducted himself in a manner that was as outrageous as his conduct.

21 1. Raizada called Fox racist names, including "Sand N-word."

s 212. Raizada threatened to harm Fox and his family immediately and

throughout their lives in the years to come.

7 213. Raizada on multiple occasions caused articles to be published in order

s to highlight his own self-proclaimed business acumen and attempt to belittle and

9 undermine Fox. These interviews and publications have been full of lies and

ia deceptions.

2 14. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that Raizada hired

investigators or others to follow and intimidate Fox, including but not limited to

times when critical decisions were being made at the Echo Fox level.

i4 215. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that in previous

is litigations accusing him of unethical and illegal behavior, Raizada has undertaken

16 similar actions to intimidate his defrauded business partners and attempt to

intimidate and smear them through the media. Fox is informed and believes, and

is thereupon alleges that Raizada has engaged a public relations firm and/or a firm

i9 specializing in search engine optimization (SEO) to engage with the media, handle

za his social media and create and publish online content designed to control Raizada's

2i public image by suppressing critical articles and highlighting positive stories about

22 Raizada. Whenever stories have appeared criticizing Raizada or exposing his

23 unethical and illegal behavior, new positive articles and old articles that paint him in

24 a more flattering light, have been published and driven to the top of search engine

z5 results in order to mute the impact of negative articles focusing upon negative

aspects such as his racist or anti-Semitic text messages or unethical behavior.

27 Further, Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada will hire

2ii others to take these actions on his behalf while hiding his involvement — and will



erase or destroy computers, servers or files to eviscerate documents and information.

Fox believes and is informed of this having happened in at least one lawsuit in

3 Kansas involving Raizada.

216. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges that these actions

s were taken to intimidate and keep Fox under Raizada's thumb and ever watchful

eye. Ironically, Raizada sent Fox threatening text messages employing the racially-

charged term "slave" when it was actually he who was disparaging Fox, declaring

s him less intelligent and attempting to make him subservient. In one such text

message, Raizada declared that he demanded from Fox "1-2 days a week of slavery."

io 217. If Fox was not taking actions at Echo Fox, or otherwise, in accordance

with Raizada's demands, Raizada would deploy one of these actions to intimidate

12 Fox and his family.

218. Raizada's conduct was at the very least negligent.

i4 219. As a result of Raizada's conduct, Fox has suffered severe emotional

distress, including but not limited to extreme nervousness, elevated anxiety, worry,

shock, public humiliation, and shame.

17 220. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's actions, Fox has been

is injured in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of

19 $ 10,000,000. Further, given Raizada's outrageous racist and threatening conduct,

2o Fox is entitled to an award ofpunitive damages.

21

22 THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

23 Invasion ofPrivacv fPortravine a Person in False Lieltt) against Raizada

221. The allegations of paragraphs 1 through 220 are repled and realleged as

25 though fully set forth herein.

26 222. This is a claim for portraying a person in false light by Plaintiff Rick

27 Fox against Defendant Amit Raizada.

2s 223. As set forth herein, Raizada disseminated information about Fox in



multiple articles and interviews.

2 224. The information on more than one occasion was in fact false or

erroneous.

4 225. The accusations and statements made by Raizada about Fox placed Fox

s in a derogatory and false light, which would be offensive to a reasonable person.

226. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's actions, Fox has been

injured in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of $ 1,000,000.

8 Further, given Raizada's outrageous conduct, Fox is entitled to an award ofpunitive

damages.

10

FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

Invasion ofPrivacv I'Intrusion OfPrivacv) at.ainst Raizada

13 227. The allegations ofparagraphs I through 226 are repled and realleged as

t4 though fully set forth herein.

&s 228. This is a claim for invasion of privacy by Plaintiff Rick Fox against

Defendant Amit Raizada.

17 229. Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada has

is intentionally intruded upon the privacy of Fox, including into his private life,

l9 seclusion and solitude.

20 230. In particular, Fox is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that

2 [ Raizada has spied on him, either directly or through Raizada's own acts. Fox is

22 informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that on more than one occasion

23 Raizada monitored without permission or hacked his emails on more than one

24 occasion, with Fox's permission. Fox is further informed and believes, and

25 thereupon alleges, that Raizada has monitored his phone calls on more than one

occasion. Fox is further informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that Raizada

27 would conference in on mute into Fox's calls with other third parties, without Fox's

2s knowledge or permission, including numerous personal and business calls.



231. As a direct and proximate result of Raizada's actions, Fox has been

2 injured in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of $ 1,000,000.

3 Further, given Raizada's outrageous conduct, Fox is entitled to an award ofpunitive

4 damages.

6 FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

7 Uniust Enrichment at.ainst Raizada

6 232. The allegations ofparagraphs 1 through 231 are repled and realleged as

9 though fully set forth herein.

io 233. This is a claim for unjust enrichment by Plaintiffs Axin Digital Sports

Group, LLC, 1744 Ventures, LLC and Rick Fox against Defendant Amit Raizada.

12 234. Raizada's actions alleged in this complaint were designed to ensure his

personal benefit to the detriment of others, including the Plaintiffs. Accordingly,

14 Raizada's actions unjustly conferred a benefit to him, at the expense of Plaintiffs, as

is set forth herein.

16 235. Raizada's acts violate principles ofjustice, equity and good conscience.

l7 Such acts have caused Raizada to be unjustly enriched to the detriment of Plaintiffs.

is 236. As a result of the unjust enrichment of Raizada, Plaintiffs seek an

19 accounting and disgorgement froin Raizada equal to all profits and benefits received

2o from his actions based on the unjust benefit he received from the acts set forth herein.

21

22 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against the Defendants, and each

23 of them, as follows:

24

25

26

27

1. For direct and proximate damages arising from Defendants'ctions;

2. For punitive damages;

3. For an order compelling an accounting of the finances ofVision Venture

Partners, LLC;

4. For an order compelling an accounting of the finances ofVVP Services,



LLC;

2 5. For an order compelling distribution of the assets of Vision Venture

Partners, LLC to 1744 Ventures and relieving 1744 Ventures and Fox

of any liabilities associated with that company;

6 6. For an order compelling distribution ofthe assets ofVVP Services, LLC

to 1744 Ventures and relieving 1744 Ventures and Fox of any liabilities

associated with that company;

For disgorgement of all profits and benefits received by Raizada by

virtue of his acts alleged herein;

IO 8. For reasonable attorneys'ees according to proof;

ll 9. For costs of suit incurred herein; and

l2 10. For such other and further relief as the circumstances of this case may

require and as this court may deem just and proper.

14

DATED: September 30, 2019 WEEKS NELSON

Greg)rjy K. Nelson
Attorneys for Plaintiff

20 JURY DEMAND

22
Plaintiffs hereby request a trial by jury in this matter.

DATED: September 30, 2019
24

WEEKS NELSON

25

26

27

Gregofry K. Nelson
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Plaintiffs Brandon Blum and Daniel Shkolnik allege as follows i

upon actual knowledge with respect to themselves and their own acts,

and upon information and belief as to all other matters.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

Plaintiffs Brandon Blum and Daniel Shkolnik seek a declaration

from this Court that they did not enter into an express or implied

partnership with Defendants Amit Raizada, Ali Rashid, and other,
I

unidentified parties (Does 1—10).

Plaintiffs are and have been in the business of acquiring,

developing, managing and leasing real estate for over a decade. When

California voters approved the legalization of recreational cannabis by

referendum, they saw a new opportunity in an emerging market:

developing under-utilized commercial real-estate properties to lease

for regulated, compliant, and licensed cannabis production. They

spent significant time and resources, beginning in late 2015, to

develop a plan to capitalize on that opportunity and to put it into

action. They recruited investors and consummated their first deal in

July 2017.

Then, armed with their experience and expertise, they sought to

scale up their proven model. They began acquiring additional

8QNA LAW PC
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properties and invested hundreds of thousands of dollars toward

interim operating costs to establish relationships, fund overhead, hire

staff and consultants, and complete extensive research and

development to further refine the investment strategy (including the

typical costs related to starting a new business venture) and create a

high-quality investment platform for accredited investors to access the

opportunity. To succeed long term at scale, however, they would

require substantially more capital—beginning with at least $20

million to fully execute on the three opportunities already in their

pipeline before February 2018.

Defendants Raizada and Rashid, who are in the business of

raising money, approached Blum and Shkolnik with a proposal: they

would commit $20 million and raise money from others to replace 90%

of their $20 million commitment in exchange for a 35% split of the

earnings for the entity serving as general partner of the fund plus an

equal share of the earnings from a proposed operating company that

would manage the properties. The parties explored the proposal by

working toward reaching an agreement on the material particulars.

Defendants quickly disapproved of Plaintiffs'stablished deal

BONA LAW PC
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experts Defendants identified so that they could prepare a new

proposed structure.

During that exploratory period—over several months—it

became clear that Defendants were not trustworthy. First, they

attempted to renegotiate their split by ultimatum, exerting pressure

on Plaintiffs with less than 60 days to close on a property, knowing

that Plaintiffs would have difficulty raising enough money on their

own to cover closing costs in such a short period of time. Second, when

Defendants finally sent the proposed legal documents for the

partnership, with less than 30 days left to close on one of the

properties, it hardly resembled what they had proposed to Plaintiffs.

Under Defendants'roposed legal documents, Plaintiffs would

have no control and all the liability; Plaintiffs could not work on any
l

other ventures, even those not related to any real estate business—

which is what they do for a living—without Defendants'ermission;

among other material differences. Defendants, by contrast, would

have control but no responsibilities, liability, or capital-commitment

obligations—contrary to the many discussions and prior proposals

that had been exchanged. In fact, the capital commitment was the only

reason why Plaintiffs considered a potential venture with Defendants.

SQNA LAw EC
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Of great concern to Plaintiffs, the proposed internal operating

agreement and investor-facing compliance documents (e.g., private

placement memorandum) also excluded any mention of Rashid.

Plaintiffs quickly discovered why: the U.S. Security and Exchange

Commission is actively pursuing him in federal court for defrauding

investors of his former investment firm.

Defendants'nscrupulous conduct and their failure to disclose

material adverse facts created unacceptable risk to Plaintiffs and their

limited partners that would be investing in the fund—which had not

yet launched. Plaintiffs would not, under any circumstances,

compromise their ethics or put investors at risk. After obtaining advice

from independent counsel, they notified Defendants that they would

not be launching any venture with Defendants'nvolvement.

Defendants'ubsequent conduct reaffirmed Plaintiffs'ecision

to keep them away from their business and investors. Instead of

moving on to the next opportunity, Defendants began making threats

and trying to intimidate Plaintiffs to do business with them. They i

even—remarkably—had the law firm that Defendants persuaded
i

Plaintiffs to engage in exploring the opportunity send Plaintiffs a

demand letter on Defendants'ehalf.

BONA LAW PC
BUSINESSJUSTICE.COM
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The letter claimed that Plaintiffs agreed to an express and/or

implied partnership with Defendants (and "certain affiliates" that are
~

not identified) and that Defendants are entitled to a 45% share of any

profits or other distributions from the properties and a company

Plaintiffs established prior to any talks with Defendants, as well as

50% of the earnings from an operating company that would manage

the properties while Plaintiffs did all of the work and undertook all of

the responsibility and liability.

Defendants'laims are wrong. Plaintiffs did not enter into a
~

partnership with Defendants because the parties never reached an

agreement: they had not agreed upon the material particulars of such

an agreement. The legal documents proposed by Defendants showed

that the parties did not have a meeting of the minds such that they

mutually consented to the same thing in the same sense. Obviously,

Defendants did not think that the parties had a binding agreement

since they believed the essential terms of the agreement and the

structure of the fund were still subject to negotiation. Moreover, the

only reason for Plaintiffs to enter into a venture with Defendants was

to obtain at least $20 million in investment capital—at the very least,

it was a condition precedent. Defendants did not fulfill this condition

BONA LAW PC
BUSINESSJUSTICE.COM
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and, in fact, their proposed legal documents repudiated this

essential term.

Even if Defendants could bind Plaintiffs despite these fatal

deficiencies, they are not entitled to anything because they failed to l

perform. In fact, their failure to perform and their serious misconduct
~

was detrimental to any partnership that could have been formed. If

there were a partnership, this would constitute grounds for

disassociation and Plaintiffs would be entitled to damages.

Defendants created an actual, substantial, and immediate

controversy by sending a demand letter and preservation notice and

making other threats. Plaintiffs therefore have a reasonable
I ()

apprehension of being named as defendants in a lawsuit by

Defendants. Moreover, Defendants threats have created uncertainty

for Plaintiffs that could affect pending real-estate transactions, the

legal structure of active private offerings and, most importantly,

Plaintiffs'esponsibilities to investors.

If, and only if, the Court determines that a partnership did exist,

Plaintiffs seek the following relief from the Court:

(I) A determination that Defendants breached the

partnership agreement;

8ONA LAW PC
BUSINESSJUSTICE.COM
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(2) An order disassociating Defendants from the partnership

for their wrongful conduct that adversely and materially

affected the partnership;

(3) A determination that Defendants committed fraud; and

(4) Damages.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this

action under 28 U.S.C. $ 1332 because Plaintiffs'itizenship is

completely diverse from Defendants'itizenship and the amount in

controversy is greater than $75,000. Plaintiffs are each citizens of

California; Raizada is a citizen of Florida and Rashid is a citizen of
i

New York.

2. Venue is proper in the Southern District of California

under 28 U.S.C. If 1391(b)(2) because a substantial part of the events

giving rise to this lawsuit occurred in this district. Plaintiffs and their

operations are headquartered in San Diego; Plaintiffs developed and

executed their plan from their offices in San Diego; most of the work

relating to the underlying real-estate transactions was performed by

Plaintiffs in San Diego; Plaintiffs'egotiations and exploratory work

with Defendants was primarily undertaken by them in San Diego; and

BoNA LAw PC
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Defendants caused Plaintiffs harm in San Diego. Moreover, even

Defendants'raft legal documents (entity formation and private

placement memorandum) list a San Diego address.

3. Defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction in

California because they had minimum contacts with California and

those contacts are related to this dispute. More specifically,

Defendants engaged in preliminary negotiations with Plaintiffs who

are in California and sent demand letters, through a California law

firm, to Plaintiffs in California arguing that Plaintiffs and Defendants

entered into a partnership under California law.

PARTIES

4. Plaintiff Brandon Blum is a California citizen residing in

this district. Blum is a real-estate investor involved in several

ventures, including his primary venture, SoCal Property MG Corp.

d/b/a SBMI Group, which he co-owns with Daniel Shkolnik.

5. Plaintiff Daniel Shkolnik is a California citizen residing

in this district. Shkolnik is a real-estate investor involved in several

ventures, including his primary venture, SoCal Property MG Corp.

d/b/a SBMI Group, which he co-owns with Brandon Blum.

BQNA LAw PC
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6. Defendant Amit Raizada is a Florida citizen domiciled in
i

the State of Florida. Raizada is a private equity investment advisor.

7. Defendant Mohammed Ali Rashid a.k.a. Ali Rashid is a

New York citizen domiciled in the State of New York. He is a private

equity investment advisor and was a senior partner of private equity

firm Apollo Management LP.

8. Plaintiffs are ignorant of the true names and capacities of'he
Defendants sued as Does 1 through 10 and therefore sue these

i

Defendants by fictitious names. Although Plaintiffs do not believe that

any such Defendants can assert any rights against Plaintiffs,

Defendants'emand letter was served on behalf of NAmit Raizada, Ali

Rashid, and certain of their affiliates." Defendants have not

identified those affiliates but appear to assert rights on their behalf

and contrary to Plaintiffs'nterests.

SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS

9. Plaintiffs have been real-estate entrepreneurs since they
l

were 18 years old. They began by purchasing small, dilapidated homes I

in college areas that they would fix up, modernize and further build

out to accommodate students. Gradually, they sought out greater

BONA LAW PC
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challenges, such as buying and converting old warehouses, office

buildings, and apartments to lease to tenants.

10. In 2015, it became apparent to Plaintiffs that California

and many other states were on a path toward legalizing recreational

cannabis. They were curious—as entrepreneurs—how the industry

would form and, more specifically, the compliance issues affecting real

estate that the industry would inevitably face.

11. For Plaintiffs, those issues presented an opportunity:
~

legalization would create a fragmented, dislocated, and newly

emerging market: real-estate for the legal commercial cannabis

industry was forecast to be a $7 billion market in California and $25'illionnationwide.

12. They immediately set to work researching and developing

their strategy to provide compliant real-estate to licensed commercial

cannabis companies as soon as state law would allow. They became

subject-matter experts in the budding legal framework governing the

production and sale of cannabis and began researching and eventually

identifying the most ideal local jurisdictions. They decided which

properties to acquire and developed plans to turn them into world-

class, state-of-the-art, compliant, and retrofitted commercial cannabis

BDNA LAw PC
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facilities, which would be leased to licensed and regulated commercial,

cannabis companies. They also developed a data-driven approach to

identifying additional properties and jurisdictions at scale.

13. The basic idea was this: they would acquire dilapidated

or undeveloped commercial real estate properties and build them out

into legally'ompliant commercial facilities that their eventual

tenants—cannabis manufacturers, extractors, distributors, and

testing labs—could thrive in. They would establish a brand that offers

dynamic environments and spaces that attract and retain only the top

sophisticated, high-tech- and science-oriented cannabis-producer

tenants. And they would provide their tenants with a streamlined

process for permitting and regulatory compliance while almost

everyone else in the industry figures it out for themselves by costly

trial and error.

14. From 2015 to 2018, Plaintiffs worked full-time toward

perfecting their thesis and creating their platform: they established

relationships with governments and advocacy groups in different,

jurisdictions, drafted ordinances and amendments to ordinances, 'nlistedinvestors, attended conferences and trade shows, and much

more. They spent several hundred thousand dollars on staff analysts

11
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and project managers, land-use and regulatory compliance attorneys,

municipal lobbyists, and the many other costs associated with a start-'p
real-estate venture of this scope and nature.

15. They first executed a pilot deal in a northern California

city by raising sufficient capital from private investors and purchasing

a commercial property hereinafter referred to as Property NC-1.

16. Plaintiffs created an entity, SBMI-DB Ventures, LLC, as

the Property NC-1 sponsor entity, and opened escrow for Property NC-

1 in February 2017. Escrow closed in July 2017.

Success and Scaling

17. Property NC-1 was not only a proof of concept, but a

success in its own right. By February 2018, it was 100% leased out and

projected to be cash-flow positive by August 2018. Plaintiffs thus

turned to scaling their model.

18. They began moving forward on a second property,

Property NC-2, which is directly adjacent to Property NC-1 and was

subject to a right of first refusal under the Property NC-1

purchase agreement.

19. They also identified additional properties to acquire,

including Property S-3 and Property S-4, both in a different northern

BONA LAW PC
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California city. They prepared private placement memorandums and

injected the initial capital necessary to execute these transactions,

entered escrow, and had their attorneys begin drafting up the investor

paperwork.

20. By April 2018, Blum and Shkolnik had taken significant

steps toward scaling their model:

A. Property NC-l. Acquisition complete, fully

deployed and leased by February 2018. Projected to be (and ',

actually was) cash-flow positive by August 2018.

B. Property NC-2. In escrow with money raised and

set to close in August 2018 (later extended to October 2018).

C. Property S-3. Plaintiffs first identified this

northern California city as an amenable jurisdiction, then

began searching for suitable properties. Plaintiffs discovered

the property in November 2017. Plaintiffs signed a letter of
i

intent to purchase the property January 23, 2018. By April

2018, Plaintiffs had negotiated a purchase and sale

agreement with the seller.

D. Property S-4. Plaintiffs discovered the property,

in February 2018, in the same city as Property S-3. They
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signed a letter of intent to purchase the property March 14,

2018 and were negotiating the final purchase agreement by
l

April 2018.

E. Plaintiffs had solicited numerous prospective

investors to fully capitalize the deals.

21. They had also formed an entity to manage the deals, Lab

Properties, LLC, in February 2018, prior to any discussions with
i

Defendants about a potential venture.

22. Plaintiffs recognized they would need significantly more

capital to continue scaling their model—at least $20 million. They

consulted many of their contacts and, eventually, Amit Raizada—an

acquaintance of Blum who had referred an entity called Eleven Stones,

run by Raizada's brother-in-law, as a minority limited-partner

investor in the Property NC-1 deal—said he could obtain that capital

as an experienced and successful investment advisor. Raizada

proposed that he would partner with Ali Rashid to recruit investors

for the deal.

28. Plaintiffs provided Defendants an inside look at their

platform. Meanwhile, Defendants characterized themselves as

mentors and experienced experts to whom the much younger Plaintiffs
~

14
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should defer on all matters relating to finance and legal structure.

After reviewing their private placement memorandums, subscription

agreements, and other legal documents Plaintiffs'ttorneys had

drafted, Raizada admonished Plaintiffs and told them they should

trust his experience and use his "infrastructure" for the deals. He

persuaded Blum and Shkolnik to engage law firms he commonly,

worked with to create the legal structure for the deals. Raizada
~

claimed his attorneys were "number 1 in the country" and told Blum

"Bro this is the entire point" of working together—to use his

experience and relationships.

24. In April 2018, Plaintiffs verbally agreed that if Raizada

and Rashid provided at least $20 million in initial private investment

capital, Plaintiffs would entertain a joint venture under which

Defendants would earn a split of the fund's earnings. More specifically:

A. Raizada and Rashid would commit $20 million of

capital prior to launching the venture, with the intent of
~

replacing 90% of their money with investor money thereafter

(maintaining a minimum $2 million general partner co-invest

commitment). They would also be required to raise a total of
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$200 million over the course of the next three years (or their

share of the earnings would be proportionally reduced).

B. The fund would be structured as a special purpose

vehicle under a general partnership, but the specifics of

structuring would be determined and agreed upon at a later

date (at Defendants'nsistence).

C. Plaintiffs would continue to have total control over

all operations, management of the properties, and executing

the business plan.

D. Defendants, on the other hand, would obtain the

capital and handle investor relations.

H. Upon launch of the deal, a Blum/Shkolnik entity

would form a general partnership with a Raizada/Rashid

entity.

F. For up to $200 million they brought in, the

Raizada/Rashid entity would receive a 35% split of the general

partnership's earnings (with the other 65% to the

Blum/Shkolnik entity).
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Some equity would be reserved for employees of

the management entity that would be created to manage

the properties.

25. On April 12, 2018, Raizada proposed a division of labor

and priorities of work. Among those responsibilities assigned to

Raizada, Rashid, and two others (Michael Wolf, an attorney and

personal assistant to Raizada employed by one of his firms, and Linda

McFee, an attorney for AIM Law Group) were "capital raise,"

"formation," and "structuring." Among the priority planning items

were "Structure Options" and "GP Ownership Structure,

responsibilities, raise, terms, who."

26. Raizada also persuaded Plaintiffs to engage AIM Law

Group to provide advice regarding the formation of the venture. This

is the same law firm that Defendants later had send a demand letter

to Plaintiffs.

27. Over the next couple months, the parties continued to

negotiate the essential terms of the venture and the fund. This

involved significant back and forth between the two teams. For

example, on April 30, Raizada explained that
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Jason Rechley's office is doing all the legal documents
and formation's [sic]. Jason can we get ETA [sic] for
entire transaction [sic]? Including rollup and
restructuring of existing deal?

28. Raizada's team eventually proposed the following

tentative structure:

E
LSS PISPNSSS LP

SDPPaSMSS SPV LP

Q SM~Q

F,==.'-=:3

E==,-3.':===:-'X

/
E--:I

SPS P ppI)

Space.e

29. In the meantime, the parties continued working toward a

potential deal. Plaintiffs formulated draft fee structures, created draft
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pitch decks, and other key components of the deals for review and

comment by Defendants. Defendants told Plaintiffs they were working

toward the entity formation/structuring and investor-facing disclosure

documents. Although it was obvious that the material particulars

were not agreed upon at any point during their discussions, Plaintiffs

believed the parties were on a path toward reaching an agreement and l

launching the venture.

30. In fact, it was going as well as Plaintiffs could expect, and

they began to rely on reaching an agreement with Defendants. They

allowed Defendants'eam to spin up some of the underlying entities

(i.e., sponsor entities for holding the properties and an operating

company, DAAB, LLC) with temporary operating agreements so that

Plaintiffs could open bank accounts under those entities'ames to pay,

for example, real-estate transaction costs associated with closing and

ongoing operating costs. These entities named only Plaintiffs or their

affiliated entities as members. Defendants explained these

arrangements were placeholders and would be altered if and when a

deal and its structure was finalized.

31. In June, Plaintiffs calculated that they would need over

$ 1 million in interim funding to pay certain closing and ongoing i
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operating costs (project management, employees, overhead, holding

costs, etc.) that would need to be incurred regardless of, and prior to,

any agreement was finalized.

32. Raizada offered to cover these costs by (1) making a

limited partner contribution (the same type of contribution as they

would be soliciting from other investors) into a special purpose vehicle

entity, and (2) "loaning money in" to the operating company, DAAB,

LLC, until the parties formalized their agreement on the deal

structure and executed restated operating agreements for DAAB as

envisioned by the proposals.

33. As Plaintiffs would later realize, these payments did not

come from Raizada, but from two other entities. Eleven Stones made I

the LP contribution ($ 850,000) and Raizada Group, LLC made the

loan ($200,000).

34. Notably, Raizada did not explain that Eleven Stones,

would be making the LP contribution. More money was wired than
~

was discussed (originally $650,000), and it was wired to a different

entity's account than had been discussed. Nor did he explain that the
I

loan money would be coming from an entity called Raizada Group.
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Moreover, Raizada did not sign any paperwork to memorialize the
~

contribution or the terms of the loan.

85. On June 4, 2018, Wolf (Raizada's assistant) first sent the

draft temporary formation documents for the proposed general

partnership between Plaintiffs and Defendants: Lab Properties LP.

These temporary documents were to establish a partnership with SB

LP Ventures, LLC (an entity owned by Plaintiffs) as the general

partner. It made no reference to any other partners other than the

general partner.

86. On or around June 27, Defendants again approached

Plaintiffs about the terms of the venture, stating that unless Plaintiffs

would give them a 55/45 split (as opposed to 65/85), they would walk

away. With less than 60 days to close on one of their transactions,

Plaintiffs had no choice but to concede.

87. Defendants also delayed providing the draft proposed

legal documents to Plaintiffs so that Plaintiffs would be forced—under

time pressure—to agree to terms more favorable to Defendants. When

Plaintiffs would inquire about the status of the draft proposed

documents, Defendants would offer excuses. Even after the draft

proposed documents were ready, Defendants held back. In response to
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Shkolnik's request to see them, Raizada told him "No. First get your

stuff done. Micro-managing everything is causing a bottleneck."

Again, these were the legal documents that Plaintiffs would have to,

agree to before launching a venture with Defendants. These were the

legal documents, in fact, that would have created the partnership.

38. Defendants finally provided the draft proposed legal

documents July 26, 2018. After reviewing them, it was clear to

Plaintiffs why they had waited until Plaintiffs had less than 30 days

to close the next transaction: the documents did not reflect anything
l

close to the terms previously discussed. Among the key differences
~

and surprises:

A. Defendants would have total control over the

transaction, and Plaintiffs would have all of the liability. In

fact, Defendants would not be general partners at all: they,I

(through a proposed entity called RSA Partners Option, LLC)

would be "required limited partners" in Lab Properties LP

and Plaintiffs (through a proposed entity called SB LP

Ventures, LLC) would be the general partner.

B. Plaintiffs would not be allowed to do business

outside of the venture—in real estate (which is what they do
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for a living) or otherwise—without Defendants'ermission.

This meant that Plaintiffs could not even continue working at

SBMI Group, their primary venture, without

Defendants'ermission.

They would, in effect, be owned by Defendants.

C. Defendants would not be required to commit or

raise any capital at all (the only reason why Plaintiffs would

enter into a venture with them).

D. There would be no equity for employees; only

profit-sharing.

39. Plaintiffs were in shock—Defendants had put their backs

to the wall with a terrible deal (for Plaintiffs) under time pressure—

Plaintiffs had less than 30 days to close on Property NC-2. They had

already been betrayed by Defendants'nderhanded ultimatum to

increase their proposed splits a month prior.

40. The benefit of the doubt that Plaintiffs had given

Defendants was now completely exhausted. Defendants had stabbed

them in the back twice.

41. This prompted Plaintiffs to look back at Defendants'ctions

over the prior several months and to investigate Defendants'

other dealings. They realized that Defendants were scoundrels.
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42. According to one report,'.

Raizada has orchestrated "financial trickery" on a

"growing chorus of individuals" that include his ex-wife and

many experienced businesspeople.

B. Often those businesspeople had created successful
~

businesses and turned to Raizada for financing to scale up,

their already proven ideas.

C. In 2014, Raizada was sued five times by business

associates alleging that he defrauded them for large sums of

money through "complex financial manipulation and self-
~

dealing relating to back-office shuffling of corporations and

limited liability companies."

D. One victim alleged Raizada conspired to defraud i

investors and "lied to everybody."

E. Another alleged that he interfered with the l

development of the project he helped finance, "diverted its

1. See David Hudnall, The Pitch, You May Not Knotv Amit Raizada's
Name, But Some of KC's Wealthy Won't Soon Forget It (Jan. 13, 2015),
available at httns://www.thenitchkc.corn/news/article/20563216/amit-
raizada-is-a-name-kansas-citvs-wealthv-wont-soon-fora'et.
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to Raizada-affiliated entities, and charged

inappropriate expenditures to [the project's] books."

43. Raizada also has a $6 million judgment against him for

defrauding his partners in another venture.

44. Rashid is currently being sued by the U.S. Securities &

Exchange Commission for violating his fiduciary duties,

misappropriating client funds, fraud, and concealment. He secretly

billed clients for hundreds of thousands of dollars to fund his lifestyle:

family vacations, salon visits, and designer clothing.2 And this wasn't
~

a first: he had been caught by his firm twice before and told to stop (in

2010 and 2012). Among the allegations of the SEC's complaint:

A. "Rashid fraudulently charged more than one thousand

personal items and services to the private equity funds

that he advised."

B. "[H]e charged expenses for several personal vacations to

private equity funds that he advised, including

2. Complaint, Securities Ef8 Exchange Comm'n v. Mohammed Ali
Rashid, Case No. 17-cv-08223 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 25, 2017), available at
httns://www.sec.eov/litigation/comnlaints/2018/comn24093.ndf.
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international vacations with his family for holidays and

trips to attend his friends'eddings."

C. "Rashid knew that his conduct was wrong, and he took

active steps to conceal it.... Rashid falsified a receipt to

justify [an] expense as business-related holiday gifts for

executives of companies in which the funds invested,

when, in fact, Rashid had spent that money on a suit for 1

his father."

D. "Rashid regularly charged expenses related to personal

grooming services that he received at a high-end hair

salon.... In completing his expense reports, Rashid

falsely claimed that his hair salon was a restaurant and

that more than $ 1,100 of expenses were business-related

'meals with management,'ometimes identifying specific

executives he claimed to have taken to dinner."

After he was confronted by the firm with an independent

forensic review, "Rashid admitted that over $220,000 in

business expenses he charged... were, in fact, his

personal expenses...."
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45. Plaintiffs realized, in hindsight, that Defendants had

been engaged in misconduct from the very beginning of their talks.

46. For example, when Blum first informed Raizada about

Property NC-1—long before Defendants proposed a venture—Raizada

told Blum that he couldn't invest at the time, but that he would
i

forward the opportunity to Ravi Srivastava, who directs

Eleven Stones.

47. And, after the parties began working toward the venture,

on May 24, 2018, Raizada sent Shkolnik an email directing him to

"send this text to Ravi [Srivastava]" at Eleven Stones:

Ravi — I received your message saying that the funds
were available last week, but it is now much too late for
Eleven Stones to participate in this deal. We waited an
extra couple of days, but then had to give the slot to
another investor. Honestly, I was surprised that you did
not participate since you and Eleven Stones had a great
reputation with some of our common friends. I got your
message a while back about the funds being frozen, but
the idea that someone as reputable as Charles Schwab
had unnecessarily frozen your funds feels like an odd
excuse. Let's continue to talk, but this experience has
left my partners unlikely to work with Eleven Stones on
pending transactions. I just want to be upfront with you.

48. As Plaintiffs would later realize, this was smoke and
~

mirrors designed to further deceive Plaintiffs to believe that Raizada
~

does not control or otherwise have an interest in Eleven Stones. In
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fact, it fits precisely with the myriad allegations in other lawsuits that

Raizada had engaged in "complex financial manipulation and self-

dealing relating to back-office shuffling of corporations and limited,

liability companies."

49. Defendants'ttempt to force Plaintiffs into an
i

unfavorable deal was based on an assumption: that Plaintiffs would

agree to it if they would otherwise risk losing the pending deals.

50. That assumption was false. Once Plaintiffs became

suspicious that they were about to get into business with dishonest I

scoundrels—handling other peoples'oney—everything was off, even

if it meant losing deals. That is the culture of their business: they do

everything with integrity and, first and foremost, they will protect

their investors even if it costs them money.

51. On August 21, 2018, Daniel Shkolnik wrote Defendants

to give notice that Plaintiffs would not be launching the enterprise

with Defendants. Plaintiffs also requested that Defendants provide

wire instructions for the return of (1) the limited partner contribution

and (2) the loan for operating expenses.

52. Raizada replied with an extensive threat to embroil

Plaintiffs in litigation that would guarantee the demise of not only the
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still-pending transactions, but also the Property NC-I deal, which was

fully underway and independently successful before Defendants even

approached Plaintiffs.

53. The threat was quite specific. For example,

Raizada stated

A. "We will be suing for a number of claims including fraud,

misrepresentation, conversion, among many others. Let
l

us know what firm will accept service, otherwise we will

be forced to serve you personally which would cause some,

embarrassment...."

B. UYou will be also served with a ESI letter. Please use this

email in advance to know that deleting texts and emails

will be considered destruction of evidence."

C. "We are also filing a subpoena with Apple, WhatsApp, l

D.

Instagram, Facebook and Google for all communications.

You may want to seek a protective order."

"Like I stated, be patient and wait for the demand letter,

petition, request for interrogatories, and our rolling

request for production of documents."
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54. Raizada nevertheless directed his finance staff to provide

wiring instructions for return of the monies. Raizada's accountant,

Angela Correll, provided the wiring instructions.

55. Plaintiffs'inancial controls flagged the outgoing wire as

potentially fraudulent—the wire instructions were for a different 'eneficiaryat a different hank (the original wires were, in fact, from

two different entities at two other banks). Plaintiffs stopped the

transaction.

56. Raizada, unaware of the fact that Plaintiffs stopped the

wire transfer and apparently assuming it had been completed,

subsequently wrote Plaintiffs "to confirm [Plaintiffs] didn't wire

money to a fraud account. We don't bank at Well Fargo [sic]."

57. Raiz ada's ploy was a setup designed to blackmail

I

Plaintiffs into reconsidering their position. Plaintiffs carefully

scrutinized the emails relating to the wire instructions and found an

obviously planted discrepancy: Correll's signature block in her first

email (requesting confirmation of the account) included two phone

numbers: "o: 424.389.2276 I m: 816-878-7168." This was consistent

with earlier emails she had sent. Her second email (purporting to

provide wiring instructions but failing to attach them) misnumbered
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both phone numbers, although in the exact same font and format: "o:

424.398.2276 I m: 816-878-7613." Her third email (actually attaching

wiring instructions) is again different, this time misnumbering only I

her office number: "o: 424.398.2276 I m: 816-878-7618."

58. On information and belief, Defendants and their staff

conspired to make the wiring instructions look fraudulent so that if

they went back through the emails after Raizada emailed about wiring

to a "fraud account," they might notice the subtle differences between

her emails, adding credibility to the possibility that they had

negligently disposed of money belonging to Defendants or, worse, 'nnocentinvestors of Eleven Stones and/or Raizada Group.

59. Plaintiffs have kept these monies segregated in separate,

accounts that have not been used for any other purpose and are

prepared to return them to their rightful owners—whoever they may
~

be. Defendants have made no efforts to retrieve the funds since the
~

ploy described above.
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COUNT I
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT (28 U.S.C. 5 2201)

Declaration of No Partnership

60. Plaintiffs repeat each and every allegation contained in

the paragraphs above and incorporate by reference each preceding

paragraph as though fully set forth at length herein.

61. Defendants claim Plaintiffs and Defendants entered into ~

an express and/or implied partnership and that, consequently,

Defendants are entitled to a share of the profits of four commercial

real-estate deals and to otherwise share in a venture relating to the

properties and any future properties that Plaintiffs acquire.

62. Plaintiffs have a reasonable apprehension of being named

as defendants in a lawsuit to enforce a partnership agreement.

Plaintiffs are entitled to bring this action because Defendants'hreats

have created a real and immediate controversy that could subject

Plaintiffs to potential liability.

63. Plaintiffs did not enter into an express or implied

partnership with Defendants because

A. The parties did not have a meeting of the minds on

all material points of the putative agreement;
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The formation of any such partnership was

contingent on the launching of the enterprise;

C. The formation of any such partnership was

contingent on the execution of multiple agreements and other

legal documents;

D. The formation of the partnership required input

and contractual relationships with third parties, including

the limited partners of the existing Property NC-1 fund; and

E. The parties were only engaged in preliminary l

negotiations for future agreement, as evidenced by the fact

that Defendants provided draft proposed formation

documents on July 27, 2018 (among other facts).

64. Even if Plaintiffs entered into an express and/or implied

partnership, Defendants failed to perform.

65. Moreover, any such express and/or implied partnership
~

was an agreement to organize and manage an investment fund to

finance the underlying real-estate deals, and not to carry on or manage

the underlying commercial real-estate.

66. Plaintiffs therefore seek a declaration from this Court,

that Plaintiffs did not enter into any express and/or implied
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partnership with Defendants or any of Defendants'ontrolled entities,

and that Defendants are not entitled to any of the rights

asserted thereunder.

COUNT II
BREACH OF CONTRACT

67. Plaintiffs repeat each and every allegation contained in

the paragraphs above and incorporate by reference each preceding

paragraph as though fully set forth at length herein.

68. If, and only if, the Court determines that Plaintiffs and

Defendants entered into an express or implied partnership,

Defendants failed to perform the material terms of the agreement.

69. More specifically, any such agreement required
i

Defendants to initially commit $20 million of investment capital or

obtain it from outside investors.
I

70. Plaintiffs would not have entered into any such

agreement with Defendants unless Defendants agreed to commit to an ~

initial $20 million of investment capital or otherwise obtain it

from investors.

71. Defendants failed to perform the material terms of any

such agreement, and therefore cannot seek to enforce the agreement

against Plaintiffs.
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72. Defendants'roposed legal documents repudiated

Defendants'bligations under the asserted agreement by evidencing

a lack of willingness or inability to perform those obligations.

73. Defendants breached any such agreement, causing

Plaintiffs substantial damages.

74. For example, Plaintiffs had to provide cover through 'greementswith other firms with less than 30 days to close on one of

their real estate acquisitions. Plaintiffs had no choice but to agree to

less favorable terms with other partners.

75. Moreover, Plaintiffs have additional pending acquisitions

that are not sufficiently capitalized. If Plaintiffs are unable to obtain

investment capital before closing the transactions, they may have to

cancel one or more acquisition in which they will lose over $ 100,000 of

personal capital put up in deposits, due diligence, employee expenses,

and direct travel related to each transaction.

COUNT III
JUDICIAL DISASSOCIATION

76. Plaintiffs repeat each and every allegation contained in

the paragraphs above and incorporate by reference each preceding

paragraph as though fully set forth at length herein.
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77. If, and only if, the Court determines that Plaintiffs and

Defendants entered into an express or implied partnership,

Defendants engaged in wrongful conduct that adversely and

materially affected the partnership business.

78. More specifically, Defendants concealed material adverse

facts from the partnership, including that Defendants have been sued

for dishonest, fraudulent, and illegal conduct. Raizada has been sued

by investors numerous times for fraudulent and dishonest conduct.

Rashid is currently being sued by the U.S. Securities & Exchange
~

Commission. Defendants failed to disclose these facts to Plaintiffs.

79. Defendants also engaged in other wrongful conduct that I

adversely and materially affected the partnership business. For 'xample,they undermined the partnership's ability to close the
i

pending transactions, breached their duty of good faith and fair
i

dealing, repudiated their material obligations under the partnership 'greement,engaged in self-dealing, and dealt with the partnership on
~

behalf of other parties with adverse interests to the partnership.

80. Defendants therefore committed willful and persistent,

material breaches of the asserted partnership agreement.
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81. Defendants therefore engaged in misconduct relating to

the partnership business that renders it not reasonably practical to

carry on the asserted partnership with Defendants.

82. Disassociation is therefore appropriate under Cal. Corp.

Code $ 16601(5).

COUNT IV
FRAUD

83. Plaintiffs repeat each and every allegation contained in
~

the paragraphs above and incorporate by reference each preceding

paragraph as though fully set forth at length herein.

84. If, and only if, the Court determines that Plaintiffs and

Defendants entered into an express or implied partnership,

Defendants made fraudulent representations that induced Plaintiffs

to enter into the asserted partnership with Defendants.

85. Defendants represented that they would commit $20

million in capital toward an investment fund to finance the underlying

real-estate deals.

86. Defendants represented that they were experienced and

trusted financiers whose involvement would ensure capitalization of

Plaintiffs'eals and further enhance Plaintiffs'usiness

opportunities.

BUNB taW PC
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87. These representations were material in that they induced

Plaintiffs to enter into an agreement with Defendants. In fact, the only

reason that Plaintiffs considered partnering with Defendants is that

Defendants said they would provide the capital necessary for

the venture.

88. At the time Defendants made the representations, they

knew that they were false and that they made them recklessly,

without any regard for their truth, with the intent that Plaintiffs

would rely on the representations.

89. Plaintiffs reasonably relied on these representations and,

as a result, were induced to enter into the asserted partnership

with Defendants.

90. Defendants failed to disclose material adverse facts,

including that Raizada had been sued numerous times for fraud and

that Rashid was currently being sued for fraud by the Securities &

Exchange Commission.

91. Plaintiffs relied to their detriment on

Defendants'ondisclosure

of material facts. Plaintiffs would not have agreed to

work with Defendants had they known of the facts that

Defendants concealed.

SQNA LAw PC
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92. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants'ctions,

Plaintiffs were induced to enter into an express or implied partnership

with Defendants.

93. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants'ctions, l

Plaintiffs suffered damages, including lost profits, lost

business opportunities, and harm to their reputations.

94. The acts of Defendants as described above constitute

actual fraud, in that Defendants made false, material representations,

that Defendants knew to be false, with the intent that Plaintiffs act on

the misrepresentations. Plaintiffs did indeed act in reliance on

Defendants'isrepresentations and have been injured as a result.

Civ. Proc. Code $ 3294.
I

fraudulent95. Defendants defrauded Plaintiffs by

misrepresentation, fraudulent inducement, and fraud by

Accordingly, Plaintiffs are entitled to exemplary damages under Cal.
i

nondisclosure. Defendants concealed from and failed to disclose to

Plaintiffs certain material facts about Defendants'ntentions and

their prior misconduct. Defendants knew Plaintiffs were ignorant of

these facts and did not have an equal opportunity to discover them.

Defendants were deliberately silent when they had a duty to disclose

BQNA LAw PC
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and failed to disclose these material facts with the intention of

inducing Plaintiffs to enter into a venture with Defendants.

96. Plaintiffs are entitled to rescission of the partnership

agreement as a result of Defendants'raud.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that this Court:

A. Declare that Plaintiffs and Defendants did not

enter into an express and/or implied partnership;

B. Alternatively, declare that Defendants breached'ny
such partnership agreement and award Plaintiffs

i

compensatory damages;

C. Alternatively, declare that Defendants committed

fraud and fraudulently induced Plaintiffs to enter into a

partnership agreement, and award Plaintiffs compensatory

damages and exemplary damages.

D. Alternatively, enter an order disassociating

Defendants from any such partnership and award Plaintiffs

compensatory damages;

E. Enter judgment against Defendants;

BDNA LAw BC
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F. Award Plaintiffs pre- and post-judgment interest

at the applicable rates on all amounts awarded;

G. Award Plaintiffs their attorneys'ees, costs, and
~

expenses of this action;

H. Grant permanent injunctive relief to prevent the

recurrence of Defendants'raudulent and illegal conduct; and

I. Order any other such relief as the Court

deems appropriate.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury on all claims.

DATED: November 1, 2018 Bona Law PC

s/ Aaron Gott
AARON GOTT

Jarod Bona
Aaron Gott
4275 Executive Square, Suite 200
La Jolla, CA 92037
858.964.4589
858.964.2301 (fax)
jarod.bona@bonalawpc.corn
aaron.gott@bonalawpc.corn

Counsel for Plaintiffs

BONA LAW PC
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)
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PHC HOLDING COMPANY, LLC;
PHC MGT., LLC; POG OPPORTUNITY
GROUP, LLC, POG KC, LLC
ASMM, LLC

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs

V.

RAIZADA GROUP, LP; AMIT
RAIZADA; SPECTRUM BUSINESS
VENTURES, INC.; SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT, LLC; EC HOLDINGS,
LLC & SBV MIAMI I, LLC

Counterclaim-Defendants.
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COUNTERCLAIM PLAINTIFFS'NOPPOSED MOTION TO FILE AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIMS

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Holding Company, LLC ("PHC"), PHC Mgt., LLC

("PHC Mgt"); POG Opportunity Group, LLC ("POG Opportunity Group"); POG KC, LLC

("POG KC"); and ASMM, LLC ("ASMM") (collectively "Counterclaim-Plaintiffs"), pursuant to

Missouri Rule of Civil Procedure 55.33, respectfully request thc Court grant Counterclaim-

Plaintiffs'eave to file its First Amended Counterclaims as follows:

1. Plaintiffs filed their Petition on September 3, 2014.

2. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs filed their Counterclaims on October 24, 2014.

3. On October 6, 2014, this Court entered a Scheduling Order. The

Scheduling Order did not identify a deadline for amending pleadings.

4. On September 8, 2015, following a conference call with counsel and an

agreement of counsel, the Court entered an Amended Civil Scheduling Order and Prebdal Order,

setting the deadline to amend all pleadings as October 21, 2015.

5. Prior to the call with the Court, counsel for Counterclaim-Plaintiffs and

Counterclaim-Defendants conferred regarding Counterclaim-Plaintiffs'eed to amend its

Counterclaims. Counsel for Counterclaim-Defendants agreed to Counterclaim-Plaintiffs'equest,

but asked that Counterclaim-Plaintiffs wait to amend the Counterclaims, in hope that the

parties could engage in meaningful settlement negotiations prior to the amendments.

6. Prior to that conversation, on August 13, 2015, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs

took the deposition of non-party Ryan Marler, who is thc Manager of Valencia Point, LLC, an

entity that was identified on paper as thc Manager of PHC Mgt and, therefore, PHC. In that

deposition, Ryan Marler provided testimony related to the management and operations of

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs that was inconsistent with discovery and investigation to that date. Prior
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to Marler's deposition, investigation had revealed that Marler and Valencia Point had very

minimal involvement in the management of PHC and its related entities. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs

still maintain that Marler and Valencia Point's involvement was minimal, but in light of the

testimony provided by Marler indicating that he relied upon rcprcsentations made by SBV and

Raizada related to approving expenses that were improperly represented as business expenses, it

is necessary for Counterclaim-Plaintiffs to amend their Counterclaims.

7. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs seek leave to amend their Counterclaims to add

Counts VIII (breach of fiduciary duty); IX (fraud); X (fraudulent omission), and to provide

clarification to Paragraphs 20, 27, 88, and the prayer for relief for Count V.

8. A copy of Counterclaim-Plaintiffs'irst Amended Counterclaims with

changes identified in redline is attached as Exhibit A. A clean copy of Counterclaim-Plaintiffs'irst

Amended Counterclaims is attached as Exhibit B.

9. In the proposed amended Counterclaims, the same core issues of fact

remain at issue. Therefore, the proposed amended Counterclaims will not delay trial or

necessitate additional discovery beyond that already anticipated.

10. Rulc 55.33(a) provides that leave to amend a pleading shall be freely

given when justice so requires. There arc a number of factors that a court may consider when

determining whether to grant a party's motion seeking leave to amend pleadings. These factors

include: "(I) hardship to the moving party if leave to amend is not granted; (2) reasons for failure

to include any new matter in previous pleadings; (3) timeliness of the application; (4) whether an

amendment could cure any defects of the moving party's pleading; and (5) injustice to the party

opposing the motion." Moynihan v. City of Manchester, 203 S.W.3d 774, 776 (Mo. Ct. App.

2006) (quoting Ehisie v. Ford Motor Co., 167 S.W.3d 742, 751 (Mo. Ct. App. 2005)).
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11. In this case, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs would suffer undue hardship should

lcavc bc dcnicd, because Counterclaim-Plaintiffs would be unable to present Counts VIII and IX,

which are alternative theories of recovery based on newly discovered evidence, specifically the

testimony of Ryan Marler and his reliance on Amit Raizada and Spectrum Business Ventures,

Inc. The proposed additional language in Paragraphs 20 and 27 provides background

information relevant to multiple counts, including Count VIII.

12. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs would also suffer undue hardship if they are

unable to pursue Count X, which presents an alternative theory of recovery based on

Counterclaim-Defendants'ailure to adequately disclose information to Counterclaim-Plaintiffs.

In reviewing the records produced in this case, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs discovered that the full

extent of the transfers of money from PHC to SBV Miami was not disclosed to PHC, POG

Opportunity, POG KC, or the members of those entities. Rather, Counterclaim-Defendants made

an inadequate partial disclosure. The failure to disclose is evident by financial records listing

Amit Raizada as the Project Manager, but not disclosing that the money went to SBV Miami-

an entity controlled by Raizada. See, e.g., Exhibit 18 to Defendants'otion for Summary

Judgment, filed August 14, 2015.

13. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs would suffer undue hardship if unablc to provide

the clarifications in Paragraph 88, and the prayer for relief for Count V, as the proposed language

clarifies language what may be considered ambiguous.

14. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs'otion for leave to amend is timely, as the

deadline to amend the pleadings that the parties agreed to has not run.
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15, Defendants will suffer no unfair surprise or prejudice as a result of the

amendments, as thc amendments relate to the same operative facts, and Defendants represented

they would not oppose the amendment.

16. Because the Motion is unopposed, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs rcspcctfully ask

the Court grant leave to file the First Amended Counterclaims and deem them filed as of the date

of the Order granting this Motion.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court grant leave

to file First Amended Counterclaims and deem the First Amended Counterclaims in Exhibit B

filed as of the date of the Court's Order.
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Dated: October 19, 2015 Rcspcctfully submitted,

ROUSE HENDRICKS GERMAN MAY PC

By !s/ Catherine D. Sinner
Daniel E. Blegen MO Bar ¹ 47276
Catherine D. Singer MO Bar ¹ 66231
ROUSE HENDRICKS GERMAN MAY PC
1201 Walnut Street, 20'loor
Kansas City, Mo 64106
Tel: (816) 471-7700
Fax: (816) 471-2221
DanB@rhgm.corn
CatherineS@rhgm.corn

Attorneysfor Defendants and Counterclaim-
Plaintiffs



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 19th day of October 2015, thc foregoing

document was filed with the Clerk of the Court by using the Missouri e-filing system, which sent

notification of such filing to all counsel of record.
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RAIZADA GROUP, LP & AMIT
RAIZADA

AG613, LLC & SCOTT ASNER
Defendants,

)

)
Plaintiffs and )

Counterclaim-Defendants, )

)
V. )

)
PHC HOLDING COMPANY, LLC; )
PHC MGT., LLC, POG OPPORTUNITY )
GROUP, LLC, & POG KC, LLC )

)
Defendants and )

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs )
)
)
)

Case No. 1416-CV14245
Division 9
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PHC HOLDING COMPANY, LLC; )
PHC MGT., LLC; POG OPPORTUNITY )
GROUP, LLC, POG KC, LLC )
ASMM, LLC )

)
Counterclaim-Plaintiffs )

)
V. )

)
RAIZADA GROUP, LP; AMIT )
RAIZADA; SPECTRUM BUSINESS )
VENTURES, INC4 SPECTRUM )
MANAGEMENT, LLC; EC HOLDINGS, )
LLC & SBV MIAMI I, LLC )

)
Counterclaim-Defendants. )

FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIMS

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Holding Company, LLC ("PHC"), PHC Mgt., LLC

("PHC Mgt"); POG Opportunity Group, LLC ("POG Opportunity Group"); POG KC, LLC
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("POG KC"); and ASMM, LLC ("ASMM") (collectively "Counterclaim-Plaintiffs"), state the

following Counterclaims against Amit Raizada ("Raizada") Raizada Group, LP ("Raizada

Group); Spectrum Business Ventures, Inc. ("SBV"); Spectrum Managcmcnt, LLC ("Spectrum

Management"); EC Holdings, LLC ("EC Holdings"); and SBV Miami I, LLC ("SBV Miami").

PARTIES

1. PHC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of

Delaware.

2. POG Opportunity Group is a limited liability company organized under

the laws of the state ofNevada.

3. POG KC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Nevada.

4. PHC Mgt. is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Missouri.

5. ASMM, LLC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of

the state ofMissouri. ASMM is the successor entity to the portfolios owned by PHC.

6. Amit Raizada is an individual citizen who is believed to currently reside in

the state of Florida.

7. Raizada Group is a limited partnership, organized under the laws of the

state of Kansas, with its principle place ofbusiness in Lee's Summit, Missouri.

8. SBV is a corporation organized under the laws of the state of Kansas, and

registcrcd to do business in Missouri. SBV's principal place of business is in Lee's Summit,

Missouri. SBV is the general partner of Raizada Group.
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9. Spectrum Management is a limited liability company organized under the

laws of the state of Missouri. Spectrum Management's principal place of business in in Lee'

Summit, Missouri. Spectrum Management is controlled by Raizada.

10. EC Holdings is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Missouri, with its principal place of business in Lee's Summit, Missouri. The sole

member of EC Holdings is Raizada Group.

11. SBV Miami is a limited liability company organized under the laws of

Kansas. SBV Miami's principal place of business is currently in Lee's Summit, Missouri.

JURISDICTION

12. This Court has jurisdiction over the Counterclaim-Defendants because

they are organized and/or registered with the state of Missouri, or their principal places of

business arc in Missouri, making them subject to general jurisdiction in Missouri. Further, this

Court has jurisdiction over Counterclaim-Defendants under Mo. Rev. Stat. I'1 506.500, in that

Counterclaim-Defendants'rincipal place of business are in Missouri, Counterclaim-Defendants

conduct continuous and systematic business within Jackson County, Missouri, and the causes of

action asserted in this lawsuit arise out of tortious and wrongful acts committed in Missouri

and/or directed at and having effect and causing injury in Missouri and/or arise of the promises

and misrepresentations made in Missouri by Counterclaim-Defendants.

13. Venue is proper in Jackson County, Missouri pursuant to Missouri Rule of

Civil Procedure 55.32(g), which allows the joinder of parties to a counterclaim other than those

made parties to the original action in accordance with Rules 52.04 and 52.05. Absent the joinder

of additional parties "complete relief cannot be accorded among those already parties." Rule

52.04. Vcnuc is also proper pursuant to Mo. Rev. Stat. It 508.010.
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14. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter, as Counterclaim-Plaintiffs arc

seeking damages in excess of $25,000, with the specific amount to be determined at trial.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

15. PHC is a holding company owned by POG Opportunity Group, LLC

("POG Opportunity Group"), which holds 50%, and IOG Opportunity Group, LC ("IOG"),

which holds the other 50%.

16. PHC is the sole member of ASMM.

17. POG KC owns 90% of POG Opportunity Group, and is the only full

voting Member of POG Opportunity Group.

18. POG KC is owned by the Raizada Group (30%), Yokel Holdings (30%),

SIA Holdings (30%), and KESEF (10%).

19. POG KC was managed by Spectrum Management, LLC. On July 24,

2013, based on consent by a majority of the Members and pursuant to Sections 3.5b and 8.3b of

the POG KC Operating Agreement, Spectrum Management was removed as Manager and

replaced by AG613, LLC.

20. Prior to July 24, 2013, the identified Manager of PHC and POG

Opportunity Group was PHC Mgt. During the time period when PHC Mgt. was named the

Manager of PHC and POG Opportunity Group, especially from June 2012 through July 24,

2013, Raizada, the Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management actually controlled the

management of PHC Mgt., PHC, POG Opportunity Group, as well as ASMM.

as the accountant and prepared the financial statements for PHC Mgt., PHC, POG

Opportunity Group, as well as ASMM.
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21. On paper, PHC Mgt. was managed by individuals and entities besides

Raizada, but at all times prior to July 2013 Raizada exerted his influence and control over PHC

Mgt. and the entities it managed. Raizada and his entities were the de facto Manager of PHC

Mgt.

22. Based on Raizada's abuse of power and his control over PHC Mgt., PHC,

POG Opportunity Group, and ASMM, corporate resolutions were executed which removed PHC

Mgt. as the Manager of PHC Holding Co. and POG Opportunity Group and which removed

Valencia Point as the Manager of PHC Mgt.

23. Prior to July 24, 2013, Raizada was the individual who approved

distributions from PHC and POG Opportunity Group, as well as directed the approval of

invoices related to ASMM.

24. Raizada also controlled the banking for PHC and ASMM. Raizada was

one of two authorized signatories for PHC's bank account at Arvest Bank.

25. Raizada had direct control and influence over the preparation of PHC and

POG Opportunity Group's financials. Employees that worked for SBV, and thus Raizada, were

told to prepare financial records at Raizada's direction.

26. From inception of PHC and POG Opportunity Group until PHC Mgt. was

removed as Manager in July 2013, Raizada effectively directed how distributions werc to bc

made and determined whether tax distributions would be made.

27. During thc time that PHC Mgt. was the named Manager and Raizada and

SBV effectively controlled the books, the investors in POG KC understood that rather than

receiving cash distributions through the chain of distributions, the profits would be re-invested in
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PHC. Thus, profits would appear on the balance sheet and for tax purposes, but the investors

would not receive cash payments.

28. Prior to AG613 replacing PHC Mgt. as the Manager of PHC and POG

Opportunity, Raizada, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, SBV, and SBV Miami engaged in a

scheme of theft from PHC and ASMM. Raizada orchestrated a scheme to liquidate ASMM, and

once the money was in the possession of PHC he engaged in self-dealing to make loans for his

own benefit that were not part of the business purpose of PHC, nor were they approved by the

members of PHC. Raizada, through EC Holdings, SBV, and Spectrum Management also

improperly charged lavish personal expenses to ASMM and directed that third-party invoices bc

paid for his benefit.
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A. Theft of Cash from PHC

29. In May 2013, Raizada, using his control over PHC and PHC Mgt.,

directed an SBV employee to transfer $2,000,000 of PHC's cash through another entity that

Raizada managed (the "Transfer Entity"), to SBV Miami, an entity fully owned and controlled

by Raizada through Raizada Group and Spectrum Managcmcnt.

30. These transfers of money were done through the entities'rvest Bank

accounts, accounts on which Raizada was a signatory.

31. Raizada caused the cash from PHC to be transferred to the Transfer Entity,

and from the Transfer Entity to SBV Miami I, both of which are entities he controlled, without

any disclosure to or permission by the owners of PHC.

32. In an attempt to cover up his theft of PHC's assets, Raizada created

various documents, all of which made different claims about the way in which he claimed to be

"loaning" money to the Transfer Entity and SBV Miami.



33. PHC was not created to loan money to Raizada for his personal

investments, and Raizada directed PHC's cash bc paid to entities he controlled without any

consultation with any other owners or equity holders of PHC.

34. Raizada and SBV Miami continue to retain the benefit of the theft of cash

from PHC. SBV Miami has returned some of the stolen money, but has a "principal" balance of

$ 1,750,000 outstanding.

35. PHC, and its Members, have suffered damages as a result of not having

access to the money stolen by Raizada and his cntitics, including the ability to distribute cash so

as to allow investors to invest in other business opportunities.
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B. Niahtclub Bills Charzed to ASMM

36. In late 2012, ASMM began to wind down its business activity. ASMM

was no longer developing new business. Despite thc fact that ASMM was no longer engaged in

generating new business and was in a wind down phase, Raizada decided to charge lavish

nightclub and dinner charges to ASMM, claiming they were legitimate business dcvclopment

expenses.

37. The money that was used to pay for these personal expenses should have

gone to PHC, and then been distributed to thc members of PHC. PHC and its members have

been deprived of the use and enjoyment of this stolen money, and also lost opportunities to

invest in other business opportunities.

38. Between February 27, 2013 and July 24, 2013, Raizada, through SBV, an

entity completely under his control, submitted invoices to ASMM for $332,179.85 in personal

expenses he incurred at nightclubs and restaurants. These expenses were part of Raizada's

scheme to use entities under his control as his personal piggy-bank.
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39. Often, when Raizada would return from trips he would take the personal

expenses he incurred and had charged to his personal credit card and figure out where to allocate

the charges, analyzing which entity of the many he, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum

Management controlled had cash available. Raizada would then direct that an invoice be

generated and approved. Bctwecn February and July 2013, ASMM was one of the many victims

of Raizada's fraud.

40. After returning to Kansas City following a February 2013 trip to New

York, Raizada directed his employees to generate invoices to charge ASMM for his personal

nightclub expenses.

41. On February 27, 2013 at least three invoices were generated at Raizada's

direction with the intent ofhaving ASMM pay for Raizada's personal expenses.

42. Onc invoice billed a total of $67,537,69. This invoice charged $38,161.00

for charges incurred on February 21, 2013 at Marquee, a New York nightclub; $5,591.26 for

additional charges incurred on February 21, 2013 at Tao, another New York nightclub; and

$23,785.43 for charges incurred on February 23, 2013 at Avenue, yet another Ncw York

nightclub.

43. The second invoice gcncrated on February 27, 2013 charged $63,413.96,

for charges incurred on February 22, 2013 at Avenue.

44. The third invoice charged a total of $56,925.78 and included the following

line items: $450.54 for a charge incurred on February 23, 2013 at Ippudo, a New York

restaurant; $ 14,119.41 for a charge incurred on February 24, 2013 at Arlington Club, another

Ncw York nightclub; $38,351.97 also dated February 24, 2013 for a charge from Avenue; and
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finally $4,003.86 for charges incurred on February 25, 2013 at Mercadito, another New York

restaurant.

45. Raizada repeated this same tactic again in July 2013 following another trip

to New York. On July 22, 2013, Raizada directed that once again three invoices be generated to

pay for his personal nightclubbing expenses.

46. The first invoice dated July 22, 2013 billed a total of $52,420.41 for

charges incurred on July 17, 2013 at Avenue and Tao nightclubs.

47. The second invoice dated July 22, 2013 billed $58,799.23 for charges

incurred on July 18, 2013 at Marquee nightclub.

48. The third invoice dated July 22, 2013 charged $33,082.78 for charges

incurred on July 16, 2013 at Avenue nightclub.

49. Once these invoices were generated by SBV, Raizada directed employees

of SBV or Spectrum Management to process the invoices and pay SBV for the lavish personal

expenses he incurred, claiming the expenses were business expenses.

50. Raizada continues to claim that the nightclub and dinner expenses were

legitimate business expenses, despite the fact that they werc charged to ASMM as business was

winding up and there was no need to develop clients.

51. There was no legitimate business purpose for the nights of clubbing and

lavish meals. These expenses were improperly charged to and paid by ASMM.

52. Since July 24, 2013, thc day that AG613 was appointed Manager of PHC,

Raizada has not invoiced these personal charges to ASMM because he can no longer direct that

they be paid. AG613 stopped the improper billing.
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53. In order to account for thc money stolen by improper invoicing ofpersonal

expenses, AG613 added a line item to PHC's balance sheet to reflect the debt Raizada owes, as

PHC is the sole member of ASMM.
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C. Divertine Pavments Owed to Third-Parties

54. As part of the business operations of ASMM, it was charged fees related

to the generating of business. The invoicing entity charged ASMM a fee of 7.5% of generated

business. Raizada disputed whether the percentage should be 7.5% or 5%.

55. Between February 2013 and July 2013, ASMM was invoiced a total of

$467,589.76 at the 7.5% rate. Raizada instructed SBV or Spectrum Management employees to

pay thc invoices based on a rate of 5%.

56. Rather than pay the invoicing entity, however, Raizada directed his

employees to pay his entities, SBV and EC Holdings. Raizada claimed that invoicing entity

owed him money and thus he should just receive from PHC what he claimed the invoicing entity

owed him.

57. As a result, ASMM paid $311,742.50 to entities completely controlled by

Raizada and owned by Raizada Group, but still had outstanding debt to the invoicing entity.

58. Raizada benefited from directing that invoices be paid to the wrong entity.

59. In order to account for the improper methodology in paying the invoices,

AG613 included the $311,742.50 on PHC's balance sheet to reflect the debt Raizada owes, as

PHC is the sole member of ASMM.

60. Each allegation stated above is incorporated into every count below. In

addition, allegations in each count are incorporated into all other counts.
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COUNTI
UNJUST ENRICHMENT RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV, SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT, EC HOLDINGS AND
RAIZADA GROUP

(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

61. Counterclaim-Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management and SBV took possession of monies in the possession of ASMM and due

PHC when Raizada directed that invoices for personal expenses be paid and that invoices from a

third-party be paid for Raizada's benefit.

62. Raizada, Raizada Group, and Spectrum Management, as well as EC

Holdings and SBV, used unlawful means to cause the monies to be transferred from ASMM to

EC Holdings and SBV, rather than the PHC, IOG, POG Opportunity Group, and POG KC

investors, including SIA Holdings and Yukel Holdings.

63. Counterclaim-Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management, and SBV knew that they did not have the right to the monies taken from

PHC and ASMM at the time Raizada directed payment of the clubbing and third-party invoices.

64. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group, EC

Holdings, Spectrum Management and SBV rcccivcd and retained substantial financial benefits

including, but not limited to, the money directed to EC Holdings, SBV, and ultimately the

Raizada Group and Raizada.

65. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, and SBV,

used unlawful means to cause the payment of monies to or on behalf of themselves that were the

property of PHC and ASMM.
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66. It would be inequitable for Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management, and SBV to retain the ill-gotten benefits, as they would have been

unjustly enriched.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek recovery from

Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, and SBV, jointly and severally,

for unjust enrichment. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs pray that the Court award damages to

compensate for their losses, including but not limited to all amounts improperly invoiced to

ASMM and improperly paid to SBV and EC Holdings, which ultimately benefited Raizada,

Raizada Group and Spectrum Management, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result

of this theft. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and

post-judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and

further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT II
CONVERSION RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA

GROUP, EC HOLDINGS AND SBV
(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

67. Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV took possession of

monies belonging to PHC and ASMM through improper invoicing and directing of improper

payments.

68. Defendants Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV knew that

they did not have the right to the monies taken from PHC and ASMM at the time the money was

taken.

69. By taking thc monies from PHC and ASMM, Raizada, the Raizada Group,

EC Holdings, and SBV intended to and did deprive PHC and ASMM, of the right to the monies

rightfully belonging to PHC and ASMM.
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70. By taking possession of the monies belonging to PHC and ASMM,

Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings, and SBV acted maliciously and with reckless

indifference to the rights of PHC and ASMM.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek recovery from

Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV jointly and severally, for conversion.

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their losses,

including but not limited to all amounts improperly invoiced to ASMM and improperly paid to

SBV and EC Holdings, which ultimately benefited Raizada and Raizada Group, as well as

damages for lost opportunitics as a result of this theA. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM

further scck punitive damages against each Defendant. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-

Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and post-judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing

recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT II I
CONVERSION RELATING TO PHC

AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP) AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC)

71. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami took possession of

monies in the lawful possession of PHC when Raizada directed that PHC's cash be transferred to

SBV Miami.

72. Raizada directed the transfer of $2,000,000 from PHC to SBV Miami

without the authorization ofPHC or its members.

73. Raizada, the Raizada Group, and SBV Miami took the money with the

intent to control its usc and distribution.

13



74. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami knew that they did

not have the right to the monies taken from PHC at the time Raizada directed the transfer of

money.

75. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV

Miami received and retained substantial financial benefits including thc transfer of thc cash and

have deprived PHC of the full value of the cash.

76. By taking possession of the monies, Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV

Miami acted maliciously and with reckless indifference to the rights of PHC and its members.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, jointly and severally, for conversion. Counterclaim-Plaintiff

prays that the Court award damages to compensate for its losses, including but not limited to for

all amounts not returned, plus interest, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result of this

theft. Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC further seeks punitive damages against each Defendant. On

all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC sccks pre and post-judgment interest, costs

incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court deems

just and equitable.
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COUNT IV
UNJUST ENRICHMENT RELATING TO PHC

AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP, AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC)

77. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami took possession of

monies that lawfully belonged to PHC when Raizada directed that $2,000,000 of the cash taking

from PHC be directed to SBV Miami.

78. Raizada dircctcd the transfer of money from PHC to SBV Miami.

Raizada, as the sole signatory on the Transfer Entity bank account, and Raizada Group, as the
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sole member of SBV Miami, orchestrated an illegal transfer of money. SBV Miami knew that it

was not entitled to the money.

79. Raizada, the Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, used unlawful means to

acquire the monies and have failed to return the monies.

80. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami knew that they did

not have the right to thc monies taken from PHC at the time Raizada directed the transfer of

money.

81. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV

Miami received and retained substantial financial benefits including the benefit of at least

$ 1,750,000.

82. Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, used unlawful means to cause

thc payment of monies to or on behalf of themselves that were the property of PHC.

83. It would be inequitable for Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami to

retain the ill-gotten bcncfits, as they would have been unjustly enriched.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, and SBV Miami jointly and severally, for unjust enrichment. Counterclaim-

Plaintiff PHC prays that the Court award damages to compensate for its losses, including but not

limited to payment of the $ 1,750,000, plus interest, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a

result of this theft. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks pre and post-

judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further

relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT V
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY RELATING TO PHC MGT., PHC, AND ASMM

BROUGHT AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP, SBV, AND SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT

(Brought by PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM)

84. From June 2012-July 2013, PHC Mgt. was managed on paper by Valencia

Point and Ryan Marler. However, Valencia Point and Marler entrusted Raizada, Raizada Group,

SBV and Spectrum Managcmcnt with actually acting as manager of PHC Mgt. Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV and Spectrum Management were thc defacto Manager.

85. Additionally, although PHC Mgt. was the entity named as thc Manager for

PHC and ASMM, in reality Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management acted as

the Manager of PHC and ASMM, especially from approximately June 2012 through July 2013.

86. Raizada, Raizada Group, Spectrum Management, and SBV, through their

course of performance, accepted the obligations and responsibilities of managing PHC Mgt.,

PHC, and ASMM.

87. PHC, its Members, ASMM, and PHC Mgt., entrusted Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management with the management of PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM.

88. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management failed to fulfill

their duties as acting Manager of PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV,

and Spectrum Management abused the power that was entrusted to them by generating and

directing approval of invoices that were improper and by improperly transferring money to SBV,

EC Holdings, and SBV Miami.

89. PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM, placed a special trust and confidence in

Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management in agreeing to allow Raizada,

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management to serve as the management for PHC Mgt.,

PHC, and ASMM.
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90. As acting Manager of PHC, PHC Mgt., and ASMM, Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management owed a fiduciary duty to PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM.

91. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management breached their

fiduciary duties to PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM by authorizing the approval of invoices that

were not business expenses and by creating self-serving loans that were not in the interest of the

business.

92. PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM have been damaged by the breaches of

fiduciary duty by Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management in that money was

able to be stolen from PHC and ASMM, and PHC Mgt. lost the ability to manage PHC and POG

Opportunity, as well as ASMM.

93. By permitting the stealing of monies from PHC and ASMM, Raizada,

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management acted maliciously and with reckless

indifference to their fiduciary duties and the rights of PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM.

WHEREFORE, PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM seek recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management, jointly and severally, for breach of fiduciary

duty. PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their

losses, including but not limited to all monies stolen through unapproved "loans,"~d

improperly approved invoices, and improperly transferred monies, as well as damages for lost

opportunities as a result of the breaches of fiduciary duty. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Mgt.,

PHC and ASMM further seek punitive damages against Raizada, the Raizada Group, SBV, and

Spectrum Managcmcnt. On all amounts awarded, PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM seek pre and

post-judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and

further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT VI
CONSPIRACY RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV, SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT, EC HOLDINGS, RAIZADA
GROUP, AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

94. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami together participated in Raizada's scheme to steal from PHC and ASMM through

improper billing, and to divert PHC's monies to other entities, all in violation of Missouri law.

95. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV generated improper

invoices for expenses that were not business expenses and received payments for invoices they

knew they were not entitled to.

96. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, SBV and Spectrum Management

participated in the approval of these improper invoices and payments.

97. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV Miami, SBV and Spectrum Management

improperly orchestrated the transfer of monies from PHC to SBV Miami.

98. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management directed

employees of SBV and/or Spectrum Management to pay invoices and transfer funds in violation

of the rights of PHC and ASMM.

99. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami collectively conspired and agreed to commit the theft of monies belonging to PHC

and ASMM.

100. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami each participated in the conspiracy. Each participant's purpose was separate and

distinct from the other participants.
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101. As set forth in more detail above, Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management,

EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, each committed at least one act in furtherance of

the conspiracy to steal money, which damaged PHC, ASMM, and PHC's investors.

WHEREFORE, PHC and ASMM seek recovery from Raizada, SBV, Spectrum

Managcmcnt, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, jointly and severally, for civil

conspiracy. PHC and ASMM pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their losses,

including but not limited to aff monies transferred to Counterclaim-Defendants through illegal

means, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result of this conspiracy. Counterclaim-

Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM further seek punitive damages against Raizada, SBV, Spectrum

Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami. On all amounts awarded,

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and post-judgment interest, costs incurred

pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and

equitable.
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COUNT VII
CONTRIBUTION & INDEMNIFICATION

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV, AND SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
(Brought by PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC)

102. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management were the actual or effective

Managers ofPHC, POG Opportunity, POG KC and PHC Mgt.

103. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management also agrccd to the method by

which distributions were made from PHC to POG Opportunity to POG KC.

104. While PHC, PI IC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC deny that they are

in any way liable to Raizada Group for failure to make proper distributions, including tax

distributions, if there is a finding of liability, Raizada, SBV and Spectrum Management, as the

then acting Manager of PHC, POG Opportunity and POG KC, caused or contributed to Raizada
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Group's alleged damages by breach of the Operating Agreements; brcach of the implied

covenant of good faith; and by breach of fiduciary duty.

105. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management were directly involved in

determining how and when distributions were to be made from PHC, POG Opportunity and POG

KC. To the cxtcnt any distributions were not properly made, Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum

Management made the decision and PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC relied on

the decisions by Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum.

106. Given that Raizada, SBV and Spectrum all own or are owned by Raizada

Group, it was unreasonable for them to make distributions and recommend distribution methods

that were not agreed to by Raizada Group.

107. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC were all injured as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum

Management, each of whom was purporting to act on behalf of PHC, PHC Mgt., POG

Opportunity and POG KC.

108. If the trier of fact finds that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG

KC have to pay money damages, then as a direct and proximate result of the actions of Raizada,

SBV, and Spectrum Management, PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG KC will have

been injured.

109. If the trier of fact finds that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG

KC are liable to Raizada Group; then PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC are

entitled to contribution and/or indemnity from Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management for any

and all sums that they may be required to pay whether by judgment or settlement.
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110. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC have incurred and will

continue to incur attorneys'ees and expenses in the defense of this case as a result of the acts

and/or omissions of Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management and as such are entitled to

rccovcr of said attorneys'ees and expenses.

WHEREFORE, PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC seek

contribution and indemnification from Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Managcmcnt, for any and all

sums that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC may be required to pay whether by

judgment or settlement in response to Plaintiff" s claims. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and

POG KC further seek contribution and indemnification for all costs, attorneys'ccs, and other

expenses incurred in defending this litigation. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC

further seek a declaratory judgment that Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management are obligated

to indemnify PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC for the full amount of any loss

suffered and judgment or settlement paid as a result of this action, and for the full amount of

costs, attorneys'ees, and other expenses they may be required to incur in the conduct of the

defense of this action. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC further seek pre and

post-judgment intcrcst, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT VIH
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUiTY RELATING TO PHC AND ASM&i1

AGAINST SBV AND RAIZADA
(l3rouuht bv I'HC. and ASi&libel)

111. PHC and ASMM entrusted SBV and Raizada. as thc CEO of SBV. with

the accountinu rcsnonsibilities for PHC and ASMM,
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112. As thc accountant for these entitics and as the entitv controllinu the books

and records. SBV and Raizada owed a liduciarv dutv to thc entities. as the entities. and their

Manaaer. Valencia Point. trusted and relied on the renresentations of SBV.

113. PHC and ASiVIM olaced a snccial trust and conlidcncc in SBV and

Raizada in apieeina to allow SBV to manaae the accountina and financial renortinu for PHC and

ASMM.

114. SBV and Raizada breached their Ilduciarv duties bv falselv renresentina to

Valencia Point. as the Manaaer of PHC Mat.. and. therefore. PHC and ASMM. that invoices

I'rom S13V to ASMM werc for Icuitinliltc business exn«nscs. and bv rcnrcscntinu to Valencia

Point that amounts naid to SBV. and FC Holdinus. an affiliated or related entitv. were to "offset"

navmcnts owed to amithcr cntitv. dcsnitc thc fact that that cntitv had not aurcc&l to such an

arranuccmcnt. SBV and Raizada further brcachcd their fiduciarv duties bv facilitatinu and

ncrmittinu the transfer of monies from PHC to a transfer entitv. and then to SBV Miami. SBV

ailil Rclizaila eilucilucd ill self-dcallnu for tlieif own berlefit arid fol'ile bellefit of EC I loldlnus clild
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SBV Miami.

115. SBV and Raizada's breaches of fiduciarv duties caused damaues to PHC

and ASMM. as thev naid over $600,000 to SBV and EC Holdinas based on reoresentations bv

SBV that these were annronriatc business cxncnscs and aonrovcd "offsets" and because moncv

was transferred to a transfer entilv and then SBV Miaini and imnroncrlv charactcrizcd as a

"loan."

116. SBV. as the accountant for PHC and ASMM. and Raizada. as thc CEO of

SI3V. acted maliciouslv and with rccklcss indilfcrcncc to thc riahts of PHC and ASMM. and

enuaued in self-destine. abusinu the trust nlaced in them bv Pl IC and ASMM.
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WHEREFORE. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASlvlM seek rccovcrv from

SBV and Raizada. iointlv and severallv. for brcach of fiduciarv dutv. PHC and ASMM nrav that

the Court award damaues to comnensate for their losses. includinu but not limited to all monies

caid to SBV. SBV ivliami. or EC I loldinus as a result of SBV and Raizada's false rcorcscntations

about the Ieuitimate nature of these expenses, as well as damaaes for these lost onnortunities as a

result of the breaches of fiduciarv dutv. PHC and ASMM further seek nunitive damaues anainst

SBV altd R«liz«lihu Oil «ill «liiloultts awal'ilcd. Pl IC and ASMM seek ol'c aiid oost-iudmticnt

interest. costs incurred pursuinu recoverv. attorncv's fccs. and such other and further relief as the

Coutx dccms iust and eouitablc.
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COUNT IX
FRAUD RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST SBV AND AMIT RAIZADA
(Brouuht bv PHC hlut.. I'IIC and ASMIVI)

117, SBV and Amit Raizada renrescntcd to Valencia Point. nurnortedlv as the

Manauer of PHC Mat.. and. therefore. PHC. and ASMM. that cxoenses incurred at niuhtciubs

werc Icuitimatc business cxncnscs. and that navmcnts to SBV and an affiliated or related cntitv.

EC Holdinus. were aoorovcd "offsets" of monies PHC owed to another cntitv.

118. These reuresentations were knowinulv false. as the exoenses incuned at

the niuhtclubs did not relate to the business of PHC or ASMM. and the other entitv had not

aonrovcd "offsets" of navmcnts.

119. Thcsc rcnrcsentations were material. as Valencia Point. nuit&ortcdlv actillu

on behalf of PHC Met. PHC. and ASMiVI. relied on these rcorcscntations when anorovin~ thc

pavmcnts of the invoices and pavmcnts to SBV and EC Iloldinus.
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120. SBV and Ratzada knew that thcsc rcorcscntations werc false and

mislcadinu. and intended that Valencia I'oint. and. therefore. PHC Mat. PHC. and ASCDIIM.

would rclv on these false and tnislcadinu statements.

121. Valencia Point. PHC Milt. PHC. and ASiVIM. did not know that thc

statcmcnts were false or mislcadina at the time, thev were made.

122. Valencia Point. PHC Mat. PHC. and ASCVIM were entitled to relv on the

rcnrcscntations of SBV and Raizada. as thcv had cntrustcd SBV with nrovidina accountina

services to PHC Mat. Pl IC and ASMCVI. and Raizada was thc CEO of SBV.

123. SBV and Raizada's false and mislcadina statcmcnts iniurcd PHC lvlnt.

PIIC. and ASMM. as thcv naid over $600.000 to SBV and FC Holdinus based on reliance of

these false and misleadina statcmcnts.
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124. SBV and Raizada's conduct was mahcious and with reckless indiffcrcncc

to PHC Mut. PHC. and ASMM. SBV and Raizada were in a nosition of tntst and confidence.

and thcv abused that trust bv makinu I'alsc and mislcadina statcmcnts rcuardina thc validitv of

sncciftc invoices und navmcnts. with thc intent that SBV. cll'tCI llltimatclv Amit l(aizada. Dvould

benefit from these false and mislcadinu statcmcnts.

WHEREFORE. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs Pl IC Met. PIIC. and ASMM scck

rccovcrv from SBV and Antit Raizada. iointlv and sevcrallv, for fraud. PHC Mut. PHC. and

ASMM nrav that the Court award damaaes to comoensate for their losses. includina but not

limited to all monica t»tid to SBV or EC Holdinus as a result of SBV and Raizada's false and

mislcadinu& rcnrcscntations about the Icuitimatc nature of thcsc cxocnscs. as well as damaucs for

thcsc lost oonortunitics as a result of tire ftaud. PHC Malt. I'HC. cllld ASMcVI further sock

nunitivc damaucs aulainst SBV and Raizada. On all amounts awarded. PHC Mttt. PHC. mtd

24
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ASMM scck prc and post-iudcment interest. costs incurred nursuinu rccoveiv. attornev's fees,

and such other and further relief as the Court deenls iust and couitable.
«-
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COUNT X
FRAUDULENT OMISSION RELATING TO I'IIC. POG Ol'I'OIUI'UiNI f Y. AND I'OG

KC
AGAINST SBV AND AMIT RAI/ADA

IBrouuht bv I'IIC. POG Opnortunitv. and POG KCI

125. SBV and Amit Raizada. as the accountants for PHC. POG Opportunitv,

and POG KC. omitted and concealed from the members of PIIC. POG Onportuniiv. and POG

KC. that thc moncv transfcrrcd fiom I'IIC was ultimatclv bcinu transfcrrcd to SBV iMiami.

126. SBV and Amit Raizada werc in a position of trust and conlidcncc. ilail had

superior knowledue reuardinu the structure of thc transaction. but failed to inform PHC. POG

Opportunitv. and POG KC. as well as their members. that the moncv was ultimatclv uoinp to
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SBV Miami.

127. SBV and Raizada concealed this information because thev were

contcmilorancouslv rcorcscntina that Raizada was invcstinu $2,000,000 of his own moncv into

the niuhtclub that SBV Miami was investina in. Rather than invest his olvn mcalcv. Raizada and

SBV used thc monev transferred I'rom I'I IC for their own benefit.

128. The concealed information rcuardinu thc comnlctc nature of the

transaction was material. as Pl IC. POG Opportunitv. and POG KC. as well as their mcmbcrs. did

not and would not have ariproved a comnanv in the business of nxakinu short term loans

"loaninp.*'onev to a niuhtclub venture.

129. SBV and Raizada's conccalmcnt and omission of the information about

the complctc nature of the trans«lcllon caused iniurv to PIIC. POG Ooporlunitv. «llul PO(i KC.

25



bcc»usc thc moncv was transferred to SBV Miami without their knowlcduc or consent and tl&cv

were unable to ensure that adcouate nrotcctions were in nlacc to be able to recover the monev.

130. SBV and Raizada's conduct was malicious and with reckless indifference

to I'I IC. POG Onnortunitv. and POG KC. SBV and Raizada werc in nositions of trust and thcv

abused that trust bv on&ittinu kev information about the structure of the transfer of the monev.

with the intent that SBV. and ultimatclv Amit Raizada. would benefit from these false and

mislcadinu statements.

WHEREFORE. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs I'HC. POG Oooo&runitv. and POG KC

seek rccovcrv from SBV and Amit Raizada, iointlv and scvcrallv. for fraudulent omissions.

I'HC. POG Onno»unitv. and POG KC nrav that thc Court award damancs to comncnsatc h&r

their losses. Includinc but not limited to all monies transferred to SBV Miami that have not bccn

o
U1
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c

returned. as well as damaues for these lost onoortunitics as a result of the fraudulent omissions.

PHC. POG Oooortunitv. and POG KC further seek ounitive da&oases auainst SBV and Amit

Raizada. On all amounts awarded. PHC. POG Onnortunitv. and POG KC seek me and oost-

iudumcnt intcrcst. costs incurred oursuinu rccovc&v. atton&cv's fccs. and such other and further

rclicf as the Court deems iust and couitablc.

Dated: October 19. 2015 Respectfully submitted,

ROUSE HENDRICKS GERMAN MAY PC

By /s/Daniel E. Bleuen
Daniel E. Blegen MO ¹ 47276
Catherine D. Singer MO ¹ 66231
1201 Walnut Street, Suite 2000
Kansas City, MO 64106
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Tclc: (816) 471-7700
Fax: (816) 471-2221
Email: danb@rhgm.corn
Email: catherines@rhgm.corn
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ATTORNEYS FOR PHC HOLDING COMPANY,
LLC; PHC MGT., LLC; POG OPPORTUNITY
GROUP, LLC; POG KC, LLC; AG613, LLC;
SCOTT ASNER & ASMM, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I certify that on this 19'ay of October, 2015, a copy of the foregoing was filed with the
Clerk of Court via the court's electronic filing system which sent notification to:

Linda C. McFee
R. Pete Smith
605 W. 47'" St., Ste. 350
Kansas City, MO 64112-1905

Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Counterclaim Defendants
Raizada Group, LP and Amit Raizada

By /s/Daniel E. Bleaen
Attorney for Counterclaim Plaintiffs
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY, MISSOURI
16 JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, STATE OF MISSOURI C-

Olo
Vl0

RAIZADA GROUP, LP & AMIT
RAIZADA

AG613, LLC & SCOTT ASNER
Defendants

)
)

Plaintiffs and )
Counterclaim-Defendants, )

)
V. )

)
PHC HOLDING COMPANY, LLC; )
PHC MGT., LLC, POG OPPORTUNITY )
GROUP, LLC, & POG KC, LLC )

)
Defendants and )

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs )
)
)
)

Case No. 1416-CV14245
Division 9

G)
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PHC HOLDING COMPANY, LLC; )
PHC MGT., LLC; POG OPPORTUNITY )
GROUP, LLC, POG KC, LLC )
ASMM, LLC )

)
Counterclaim-Plaintiffs )

)
V. )

)
RAIZADA GROUP, LP; AMIT )
RAIZADA; SPECTRUM BUSINESS )
VENTURES, INCJ SPECTRUM )
MANAGEMENT, LLC; EC HOLDINGS, )
LLC & SBV MIAMI I, LLC )

)
Counterclaim-Dcfcndants. )

FIRST AMENDED COUNTERCLAIMS

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Holding Company, LLC ("PHC"), PHC Mgt., LLC

("PHC Mgt"); POG Opportunity Group, LLC ("POG Opportunity Group"); POG KC, LLC
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("POG KC"); and ASMM, LLC ("ASMM") (collectively "Counterclaim-Plaintiffs"), state the

following Counterclaims against Amit Raizada ("Raizada") Raizada Group, LP ("Raizada

Group); Spectrum Business Ventures, Inc. ("SBV"); Spectrum Management, LLC ("Spccnum

Management"); EC Holdings, LLC ("EC Holdings"); and SBV Miami I, LLC ("SBV Miami").

PARTIES

I. PHC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of

Delaware.

2. POG Opportunity Group is a limited liability company organized under

the laws of the state of Nevada.

3. POG KC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Nevada.

4. PHC Mgt. is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Missouri.

5. ASMM, LLC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of

the state of Missouri. ASMM is the successor entity to the portfolios owned by PHC.

6. Amit Raizada is an individual citizen who is bclievcd to currently reside in

the state of Florida.

7. Raizada Group is a limited partnership, organized under the laws of the

state of Kansas, with its principle place of business in Lee's Summit, Missouri.

8. SBV is a corporation organized under the laws of the state of Kansas, and

registered to do business in Missouri. SBV's principal place of business is in Lee's Summit,

Missouri. SBV is the general partner of Raizada Group.
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9. Spectrum Management is a limited liability company organized under the

laws of the state of Missouri. Spectrum Management's principal place of business in in Lee'

Summit, Missouri. Spectrum Management is controlled by Raizada.

10. EC Holdings is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the

state of Missouri, with its principal place of business in Lee's Summit, Missouri. The sole

member of FC Holdings is Raizada Group.

11. SBV Miami is a limited liability company organized under the laws of

Kansas. SBV Miami's principal place of business is currently in Lee's Summit, Missouri.

JURISDICTION

12. This Court has jurisdiction over the Counterclaim-Defendants because

they are organized and/or registered with the state of Missouri, or their principal places of

business are in Missouri, making them subject to general jurisdiction in Missouri. Further, this

Court has jurisdiction over Counterclaim-Dcfcndants under Mo. Rev. Stat. ) 506.500, in that

Counterclaim-Defendants'rincipal place of business are in Missouri, Counterclaim-Dcfcndants

conduct continuous and systematic business within Jackson County, Missouri, and the causes of

action asserted in this lawsuit arise out of tortious and wrongful acts committed in Missouri

and/or directed at and having effect and causing injury in Missouri and/or arise of the promises

and misrepresentations made in Missouri by Counterclaim-Defendants.

13. Venue is proper in Jackson County, Missouri pursuant to Missouri Rule of

Civil Procedure 55.32(g), which allows the joinder of parties to a counterclaim other than those

made parties to the original action in accordance with Rules 52.04 and 52.05. Absent the joinder

of additional parties "complete relief cannot be accorded among those already parties." Rule

52.04. Venue is also proper pursuant to Mo. Rev. Stat. $ 508.010.
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14. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter, as Counterclaim-Plaintiffs arc

seeking damages in excess of $25,000, with the specific amount to be determined at trial.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

15. PHC is a holding company owned by POG Opportunity Group, LLC

("POG Opportunity Group"), which holds 50%, and IOG Opportunity Group, LC ("IOG"),

which holds the other 50%.
0

16. PHC is the sole member of ASMM.

17. POG KC owns 90% of POG Opportunity Group, and is the only full

voting Member of POG Opportunity Group.

18. POG KC is owned by the Raizada Group (30%), Yukcl Holdings (30%),

SIA Holdings (30%), and KESEF (10%).

19. POG KC was managed by Spectrum Management, LLC. On July 24,

2013, based on consent by a majority of thc Members and pursuant to Sections 3.5b and 8.3b of

thc POG KC Operating Agreement, Spectrum Management was removed as Manager and

replaced by AG613, LLC.

20. Prior to July 24, 2013, the identified Manager of PHC and POG

Opportunity Group was PHC Mgt. During the time period when PHC Mgt. was named the

Manager of PHC and POG Opportunity Group, especially from June 2012 through July 24,

2013, Raizada, the Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management actually controlled the

management of PHC Mgt., PHC, POG Opportunity Group, as well as ASMM. SBV also served

as the accountant and prepared the financial statements for PHC Mgt., PHC, POG Opportunity

Group, as well as ASMM.
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21. On paper, PHC Mgt. was managed by individuals and entities besides

Raizada, but at all times prior to July 2013 Raizada exerted his influence and control over PHC

Mgt. and the entities it managed. Raizada and his entities were the de facto Manager of PHC

Mgt.

22. Based on Raizada's abuse of power and his control over PHC Mgt., PHC,

POG Opportunity Group, and ASMM, corporate resolutions were executed which removed PHC

Mgt. as the Manager of PHC Holding Co. and POG Opportunity Group and which removed

Valencia Point as the Manager of PHC Mgt.

23. Prior to July 24, 2013, Raizada was the individual who approved

distributions from PHC and POG Opportunity Group, as well as directed thc approval of

invoices related to ASMM.

24. Raizada also controlled the banking for PHC and ASMM. Raizada was

one of two authorized signatories for PHC's bank account at Arvest Bank.

25. Raizada had direct control and influence over the preparation of PHC and

POG Opportunity Group's financials. Employees that worked for SBV, and thus Raizada, were

told to prepare financial records at Raizada's direction.

26. From inception of PHC and POG Opportunity Group until PHC Mgt. was

removed as Manager in July 2013, Raizada effectively directed how distributions werc to be

made and determined whether tax distributions would bc made.

27. During the time that PHC Mgt. was the named Manager and Raizada and

SBV effectively controlled the books, the investors in POG KC understood that rather than

receiving cash distributions through the chain of distributions, the profits would be re-invcstcd in
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PHC. Thus, profits would appear on the balance sheet and for tax purposes, but the investors

would not receive cash payments.

28. Prior to AG613 replacing PHC Mgt. as the Manager of PHC and POG

Opportunity, Raizada, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, SBV, and SBV Miami engaged in a

scheme of theft from PHC and ASMM. Raizada orchestrated a scheme to liquidate ASMM, and

once the money was in the possession of PHC he engaged in self-dealing to make loans for his

own benefit that were not part of thc business purpose of PHC, nor were they approved by the

members of PHC. Raizada, through EC Holdings, SBV, and Spectrum Management also

improperly charged lavish personal expenses to ASMM and directed that third-party invoices be

paid for his benefit.
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A. Theft of Cash from PHC

29. In May 2013, Raizada, using his control over PHC and PHC Mgt.,

directed an SBV employee to transfer $2,000,000 of PHC's cash through another entity that

Raizada managed (the "Transfer Entity"), to SBV Miami, an entity fully owned and controlled

by Raizada through Raizada Group and Spectrum Management.

30. These transfers of money were done through the entities'rvest Bank

accounts, accounts on which Raizada was a signatory.

31. Raizada caused the cash from PHC to be transferred to the Transfer Entity,

and from the Transfer Entity to SBV Miami I, both of which are entities he controlled, without

any disclosure to or permission by the owners of PHC.

32. In an attempt to cover up his theft of PHC's assets, Raizada created

various documents, all of which made different claims about the way in which he claimed to be

"loaning" money to the Transfer Entity and SBV Miami.
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33. PHC was not created to loan money to Raizada for his personal

investments, and Raizada directed PHC's cash be paid to entities he controlled without any

consultation with any other owners or equity holders of PHC.

34. Raizada and SBV Miami continue to retain the benefit of the theft of cash

from PHC. SBV Miami has returned some of the stolen money, but has a "principal" balance of

$ 1,750,000 outstanding.

35. PHC, and its Members, have suffered damages as a result of not having

access to the money stolen by Raizada and his entities, including the ability to distribute cash so

as to allow investors to invest in other business opportunities.
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B. Niahtclub Bills Churned to ASMM

36. In late 2012, ASMM began to wind down its business activity. ASMM

was no longer developing new business. Despite the fact that ASMM was no longer engaged in

generating new business and was in a wind down phase, Raizada decided to charge lavish

nightclub and dinner charges to ASMM, claiming they were legitimate business development

expenses.

37. The money that was used to pay for these personal expenses should have

gone to PHC, and then been distributed to the members of PHC. PHC and its members have

been deprived of the use and enjoyment of this stolen money, and also lost opportunities to

invest in other business opportunitics.

38. Between February 27, 2013 and July 24, 2013, Raizada, through SBV, an

entity completely under his control, submitted invoices to ASMM for $332,179.85 in personal

expenses he incurred at nightclubs and restaurants. These expenses were part of Raizada's

scheme to use entities under his control as his personal piggy-bank.
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39. Often, when Raizada would return from trips hc would take the personal

expenses he incurred and had charged to his personal credit card and figure out where to allocate

the charges, analyzing which entity of the many he, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum

Management controlled had cash available. Raizada would then direct that an invoice be

generated and approved. Between February and July 2013, ASMM was one of the many victims

of Raizada's fraud.

40. After returning to Kansas City following a February 2013 trip to Ncw

York, Raizada directed his employees to generate invoices to charge ASMM for his personal

nightclub expcnscs.

41. On February 27, 2013 at least thrcc invoices werc gcneratcd at Raizada's

direction with the intent of having ASMM pay for Raizada's personal expenses.

42. One invoice billed a total of $67,537.69. This invoice charged $38,161.00

for charges incurred on February 21, 2013 at Marquee, a New York nightclub; $5,591.26 for

additional charges incurred on February 21, 2013 at Tao, another New York nightclub; and

$23,785.43 for charges incurred on February 23, 2013 at Avenue, yet another New York

nightclub.

43. The second invoice gcncratcd on February 27, 2013 charged $63,413.96,

for charges incurred on February 22, 2013 at Avenue.

44. The third invoice charged a total of $56,925.78 and included the following

line items: $450.54 for a charge incurred on February 23, 2013 at Ippudo, a New York

restaurant; $ 14,119.41 for a charge incurred on February 24, 2013 at Arlington Club, another

New York nightclub; $38,351.97 also dated February 24, 2013 for a charge from Avenue; and
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finally $4,003.86 for charges incurred on February 25, 2013 at Mercadito, another New York

restaurant.

45. Raizada repeated this same tactic again in July 2013 following another trip

to New York. On July 22, 2013, Raizada directed that once again three invoices be generated to

pay for his personal nightclubbing expenses.

46. The first invoice dated July 22, 2013 billed a total of $52,420.41 for

charges incurred on July 17, 2013 at Avcnuc and Tao nightclubs.

47. The second invoice dated July 22, 2013 billed $58,799.23 for charges

incurred on July 18, 2013 at Marquee nightclub.

48. The third invoice dated July 22, 2013 charged $33,082.78 for charges

incurred on July 16, 2013 at Avenue nightclub.

49. Once these invoices were generated by SBV, Raizada directed employees

of SBV or Spectrum Management to process the invoices and pay SBV for the lavish personal

expenses he incurred, claiming the expenses were business expenses.

50. Raizada continues to claim that the nightclub and dinner expenses were

legitimate business expenses, despite the fact that they were charged to ASMM as business was

winding up and there was no need to develop clients.

51. There was no legitimate business purpose for the nights of clubbing and

lavish meals. These expenses were improperly charged to and paid by ASMM.

52. Since July 24, 2013, the day that AG613 was appointed Manager of PHC,

Raizada has not invoiced these personal charges to ASMM because he can no longer direct that

they be paid. AG613 stopped the improper billing.
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53. In order to account for the money stolen by improper invoicing of personal

expenses, AG613 added a line item to PHC's balance sheet to reflect the debt Raizada owes, as

PHC is the sole member of ASMM.

C. Divertina Pavments Owed to Third-Parties

54. As part of the business operations of ASMM, it was charged fees related

to the generating of business. The invoicing entity charged ASMM a fee of 7.5% of generated

business. Raizada disputed whether the percentage should be 7.5% or 5%.

55. Between February 2013 and July 2013, ASMM was invoiced a total of

$467,589.76 at the 7.5% rate. Raizada instructed SBV or Spectrum Management employees to

pay the invoices based on a rate of 5%.

56. Rather than pay the invoicing entity, however, Raizada directed his

employees to pay his cntitics, SBV and EC Holdings. Raizada claimed that invoicing entity

owed him money and thus he should just receive from PHC what he claimed the invoicing entity

owed him.

57. As a result, ASMM paid $311,742.50 to entities completely controlled by

Raizada and owned by Raizada Group, but still had outstanding debt to the invoicing entity.

58. Raizada benefited from directing that invoices be paid to the wrong entity.

59. In order to account for the improper methodology in paying the invoices,

AG613 included the $311,742.50 on PHC's balance sheet to reflect the debt Raizada owes, as

PHC is the sole member of ASMM.

60. Each allegation stated above is incorporated into every count below. In

addition, allegations in each count are incorporated into all other counts.
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COUNTS

COUNT I
UNJUST ENRICHMENT RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV, SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT, EC HOLDINGS AND
RAIZADA GROUP

(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

61. Counterclaim-Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management and SBV took possession of monies in the possession of ASMM and due

PHC when Raizada directed that invoices for personal expenses be paid and that invoices from a

third-party be paid for Raizada's benefit.

62. Raizada, Raizada Group, and Spectrum Management, as well as EC

Holdings and SBV, used unlawful means to cause the monies to be transferred from ASMM to

EC Holdings and SBV, rather than the PHC, IOG, POG Opportunity Group, and POG KC

investors, including SIA Holdings and Yukcl Holdings.

63. Counterclaim-Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management, and SBV knew that they did not have the right to thc monies taken from

PHC and ASMM at the time Raizada dircctcd payment of the clubbing and third-party invoices.

64. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group, EC

Holdings, Spectrum Management and SBV received and retained substantial financial bcncfits

including, but not limited to, the money dircctcd to EC Holdings, SBV, and ultimately the

Raizada Group and Raizada.

65. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, and SBV,

used unlawful means to cause the payment of monies to or on behalf of themsclvcs that werc thc

property of PHC and ASMM.
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66. It would be inequitable for Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings,

Spectrum Management, and SBV to retain the ill-gotten benefits, as they would have been

unjustly enriched.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek recovery from

Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, Spectrum Management, and SBV, jointly and severally,

for unjust enrichment. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs pray that the Court award damages to

compensate for their losses, including but not limited to all amounts improperly invoiced to

ASMM and improperly paid to SBV and EC Holdings, which ultimately benefited Raizada,

Raizada Group and Spectrum Management, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result

of this theft. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and

post-judgment intcrcst, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and

further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT II
CONVERSION RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA

GROUP, EC HOLDINGS AND SBV
(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

67. Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV took possession of

monies belonging to PHC and ASMM through improper invoicing and directing of improper

payments.

68. Defendants Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV knew that

they did not have the right to the monies taken from PHC and ASMM at the time the money was

taken.

69. By taking the monies from PHC and ASMM, Raizada, the Raizada Group,

EC Holdings, and SBV intended to and did deprive PHC and ASMM, of thc right to thc monies

rightfully belonging to PHC and ASMM.
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70. By taking possession of thc monies belonging to PHC and ASMM,

Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings, and SBV acted maliciously and with reckless

indifference to the rights of PHC and ASMM.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek recovery from

Raizada, the Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV jointly and severagy, for conversion.

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their losses,

including but not limited to all amounts improperly invoiced to ASMM and improperly paid to

SBV and EC Holdings, which ultimately benefited Raizada and Raizada Group, as well as

damages for lost opportunities as a result of this theft. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM

further seek punitive damages against each Defendant. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-
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Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and post-judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing

recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

COUNT III
CONVERSION RELATING TO PHC

AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP, AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC)

71. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami took possession of

monies in thc lawful possession ofPHC when Raizada directed that PHC's cash be transferred to

SBV Miami.

72. Raizada directed the transfer of $2,000,000 from PHC to SBV Miami

without the authorization of PHC or its members.

73. Raizada, the Raizada Group, and SBV Miami took the money with the

intent to control its use and distribution.

13



74. Dcfcndants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami knew that they did

not have the right to the monies taken from PHC at the time Raizada dircctcd the uansfcr of

money.

75. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV

Miami received and retained substantial financial benefits including thc transfer of the cash and

have deprived PHC of the full value of the cash.

76. By taking possession of the monies, Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV

Miami acted maliciously and with reckless indifference to the rights of PHC and its members.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, jointly and severagy, for conversion. Counterclaim-Plaintiff

prays that the Court award damages to compcnsatc for its losses, including but not limited to for

all amounts not returned, plus interest, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result of this

theft. Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC further seeks punitive damages against each Defendant. On

all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks pre and post-judgment interest, costs

incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fccs, and such other and further relief as the Court deems

just and equitable.
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COUNT IV
UNSUST ENRICHMENT RELATING TO PHC

AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP, AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC)

77. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami took possession of

monies that lawfully belonged to PHC when Raizada directed that $2,000,000 of the cash taking

from PHC be directed to SBV Miami.

78. Raizada directed the transfer of money from PHC to SBV Miami.

Raizada, as the sole signatory on the Transfer Entity bank account, and Raizada Group, as the
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sole mcmbcr of SBV Miami, orchestrated an illegal transfer of money. SBV Miami knew that it

was not entitled to the money.

79. Raizada, the Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, used unlawful means to

acquirc thc monies and have failed to return the monies.

80. Defendants Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV Miami knew that they did

not have the right to the monies taken from PHC at the time Raizada directed the transfer of

money.

81. As a result of their unlawful actions, Raizada, Raizada Group and SBV

Miami received and retained substantial financial benefits including the benefit of at least

$ 1,750,000.

82. Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, used unlawful means to cause

the payment of monies to or on behalf of themselves that were the property of PHC.

83. It would be inequitable for Raizada, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami to

retain the ill-gotten benefits, as they would have been unjustly enriched.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, and SBV Miami jointly and severally, for unjust enrichment. Counterclaim-

Plaintiff PHC prays that the Court award damages to compensate for its losses, including but not

limited to payment of the $ 1,750,000, plus interest, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a

result of this theft. On all amounts awarded, Counterclaim-Plaintiff PHC seeks pre and post-

judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further

relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT V
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY RELATING TO PHC MGT., PHC, AND ASMM

BROUGHT AGAINST RAIZADA, RAIZADA GROUP, SBV, AND SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT

(Brought by PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM)

84. From June 2012-July 2013, PHC Mgt. was managed on paper by Valencia

Point and Ryan Marler. However, Valencia Point and Marler entrusted Raizada, Raizada Group,

SBV and Spectrum Management with actually acting as manager of PHC Mgt. Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV and Spectrum Management werc the defacto Manager.

85. Additionally, although PHC Mgt. was the entity named as the Manager for

PHC and ASMM, in reality Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management acted as

the Manager of PHC and ASMM, especially from approximately June 2012 through July 2013.

86. Raizada, Raizada Group, Spectrum Management, and SBV, through their

course of performance, accepted the obligations and responsibilities of managing PHC Mgt.,

PHC, and ASMM.

87. PHC, its Members, ASMM, and PHC Mgt., cntrustcd Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management with the management of PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM.

88. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management failed to fulfill

their duties as acting Manager of PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV,

and Spectrum Management abused the power that was entrusted to them by generating and

directing approval of invoices that were improper and by improperly transferring money to SBV,

EC Holdings, and SBV Miami.

89. PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM, placed a special trust and confidence in

Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management in agreeing to allow Raizada,

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management to serve as the management for PHC Mgt.,

PHC, and ASMM.
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90. As acting Manager of PHC, PHC Mgt., and ASMM, Raizada, Raizada

Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management owed a fiduciary duty to PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM.

91. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management breached their

fiduciary duties to PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM by authorizing the approval of invoices that

were not business expenses and by creating self-serving loans that were not in the interest of the

business.

92. PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM have been damaged by thc breaches of

fiduciary duty by Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management in that money was

able to be stolen from PHC and ASMM, and PHC Mgt. lost the ability to manage PHC and POG

Opportunity, as well as ASMM.

93. By permitting the stealing of monies from PHC and ASMM, Raizada,

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management acted maliciously and with reckless

indifference to their fiduciary duties and the rights of PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM.

WHEREFORE, PHC Mgt., PHC, and ASMM seek recovery from Raizada, the

Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum Management, jointly and severally, for breach of fiduciary

duty. PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their

losses, including but not limited to all monies stolen through unapproved "loans," improperly

approved invoices, and improperly transferred monies, as well as damages for lost opportunities

as a result of the breaches of fiduciary duty. Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Mgt., PHC and

ASMM further seek punitive damages against Raizada, the Raizada Group, SBV, and Spectrum

Management. On all amounts awarded, PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM seek pre and post-

judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further

relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT VI
CONSPIRACY RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV, SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT, EC HOLDINGS, RAIZADA
GROUP, AND SBV MIAMI
(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

94. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami together participated in Raizada's scheme to steal from PHC and ASMM through

improper billing, and to divert PHC's monies to other entities, all in violation of Missouri law.

95. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings and SBV generated improper

invoices for expenses that were not business expenses and received payments for invoices they

knew they were not entitled to.

96. Raizada, Raizada Group, EC Holdings, SBV and Spectrum Management

participated in the approval of these improper invoices and payments.

97. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV Miami, SBV and Spectrum Management

improperly orchestrated the transfer of monies from PHC to SBV Miami.

98. Raizada, Raizada Group, SBV and Spectrum Management directed

employees of SBV and/or Spectrum Management to pay invoices and transfer funds in violation

of the rights of PHC and ASMM.

99. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami collectively conspired and agreed to commit the theft of monies belonging to PHC

and ASMM.

100. Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and

SBV Miami each participated in the conspiracy. Each participant's purpose was separate and

distinct from thc other participants.
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101. As set forth in more detail above, Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management,

EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, each committed at least onc act in furtherance of

thc conspiracy to steal money, which damaged PHC, ASMM, and PHC's investors.

WHEREFORE, PHC and ASMM seek recovery from Raizada, SBV, Spectrum

Management, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami, jointly and scvcragy, for civil

conspiracy. PHC and ASMM pray that the Court award damages to compensate for their losses,

including but not limited to all monies transferred to Counterclaim-Defendants through illegal

means, as well as damages for lost opportunities as a result of this conspiracy. Counterclaim-

Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM further seek punitive damages against Raizada, SBV, Spectrum

Managcmcnt, EC Holdings, Raizada Group, and SBV Miami. On all amounts awarded,

Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM seek pre and post-judgment interest, costs incurred

pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and

equitable.
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COUNT VII
CONTRIBUTION & INDEMNIFICATION

AGAINST RAIZADA, SBV) AND SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
(Brought by PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC)

102. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management were thc actual or effective

Managers ofPHC, POG Opportunity, POG KC and PHC Mgt.

103. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management also agreed to the method by

which distributions were made from PHC to POG Opportunity to POG KC.

104. While PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC deny that they are

in any way liable to Raizada Group for failure to make proper distributions, including tax

distributions, if there is a finding of liability, Raizada, SBV and Spectrum Management, as the

then acting Manager of PHC, POG Opportunity and POG KC, caused or contributed to Raizada
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Group's alleged damages by breach of thc Operating Agreements; breach of the implied

covenant of good faith; and by breach of fiduciary duty.

105. Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management were directly involved in

determining how and when distributions were to bc made from PHC, POG Opportunity and POG

KC. To the extent any distributions were not properly made, Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum

Managcmcnt made the decision and PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC relied on

the decisions by Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum.

106. Given that Raizada, SBV and Spectrum all own or are owned by Raizada

Group, it was unreasonable for them to make distributions and recommend distribution methods

that were not agrccd to by Raizada Group.

107. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC were all injured as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum

Management, each of whom was purporting to act on behalf of PHC, PHC Mgt., POG

Opportunity and POG KC.

108. If thc trier of fact finds that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG

KC have to pay money damages, then as a direct and proximate result of the actions of Raizada,

SBV, and Spectrum Management, PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG KC will have

been injured.

109. If the trier of fact finds that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity or POG

KC are liable to Raizada Group; then PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC are

entitled to contribution and/or indemnity from Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management for any

and all sums that they may be required to pay whether by judgment or settlement.
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110. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity and POG KC have incurred and will

continue to incur attorneys'ees and expenses in the defense of this case as a result of thc acts

and/or omissions of Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management and as such are entitled to

recover of said attorneys'ees and expenses.

WHEREFORE, PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC seek

contribution and indemnification from Raizada, SBV, Spectrum Management, for any and all

sums that PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC may be required to pay whether by

judgment or settlement in response to Plaintiff s claims. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and

POG KC further seek contribution and indemnification for all costs, attorneys'ees, and other

expenses incurred in defending this litigation. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC

further seek a declaratory judgment that Raizada, SBV, and Spectrum Management are obligated

to indemnify PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC for the full amount of any loss

suffered and judgment or settlement paid as a result of this action, and for the full amount of

costs, attorneys'ees, and other expenses they may be required to incur in the conduct of the

defense of this action. PHC, PHC Mgt., POG Opportunity, and POG KC further seek pre and

post-judgment intcrcst, and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT VHI
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST SBV AND RAIZADA
(Brought by PHC and ASMM)

111. PHC and ASMM entrusted SBV and Raizada, as the CEO of SBV, with

the accounting responsibilities for PHC and ASMM.

112. As the accountant for these entities and as the entity controlling the books

and records, SBV and Raizada owed a fiduciary duty to the entities, as the entities, and their

Manager, Valencia Point, trusted and relied on the representations of SBV.
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113. PHC and ASMM placed a special trust and confidence in SBV and

Raizada in agrccing to allow SBV to manage the accounting and financial reporting for PHC and

ASMM.

114. SBV and Raizada breached their fiduciary duties by falsely representing to

Valencia Point, as the Manager of PHC Mgt., and, therefore, PHC and ASMM, that invoices

from SBV to ASMM were for legitimate business expenses, and by representing to Valencia

Point that amounts paid to SBV, and EC Holdings, an affiliated or related entity, were to "offset"

payments owed to another entity, despite the fact that that entity had not agreed to such an

arrangement. SBV and Raizada further breached their fiduciary duties by facilitating and

permitting the transfer of monies from PHC to a transfer entity, and then to SBV Miami. SBV

and Raizada engaged in self-dealing for their own benefit and for the benefit of EC Holdings and

SBV Miami.

115. SBV and Raizada's breaches of fiduciary duties caused damages to PHC

and ASMM, as they paid over $600,000 to SBV and EC Holdings based on representations by

SBV that these were appropriate business expenses and approved "offsets" and because money

was transfcrrcd to a transfer entity and then SBV Miami and improperly characterized as a

"loan."

116. SBV, as the accountant for PHC and ASMM, and Raizada, as the CEO of

SBV, acted maliciously and with reckless indifference to the rights of PHC and ASMM, and

engaged in self-dealing, abusing the trust placed in them by PHC and ASMM.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC and ASMM scck recovery from

SBV and Raizada, jointly and severally, for breach of fiduciary duty. PHC and ASMM pray that

the Court award damages to compensate for their losses, including but not limited to all monies
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paid to SBV, SBV Miami, or EC Holdings as a result of SBV and Raizada's false rcprcsentations

about thc legitimate nature of these expenses, as well as damages for these lost opportunities as a

result of the breaches of fiduciary duty. PHC and ASMM further seek punitive damages against

SBV and Raizada. On all amounts awarded, PHC and ASMM scck prc and post-judgment

intcrcst, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further relief as the

Court deems just and equitable.

COUNT IX
FRAUD RELATING TO PHC AND ASMM

AGAINST SBV AND AMIT RAIZADA
(Brought by PHC Mgt., PHC and ASMM)

117. SBV and Amit Raizada represented to Valencia Point, purportedly as the

Manager of PHC Mgt., and, therefore, PHC, and ASMM, that expenses incurred at nightclubs

were legitimate business expenses, and that payments to SBV and an affiliated or related entity,

EC Holdings, were approved "offsets" of monies PHC owed to another entity.

118. These representations were knowingly false, as the expenses incurred at

the nightclubs did not relate to the business of PHC or ASMM, and the other entity had not

approved "offsets" of payments.

119. These reprcscntations were material, as Valencia Point, purportedly acting

on behalf of PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM, relied on these representations when approving the

payments of the invoices and payments to SBV and EC Holdings.

120. SBV and Raizada knew that these representations werc false and

misleading, and intended that Valencia Point, and, therefore, PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM,

would rely on these false and misleading statements.

121. Valencia Point, PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM, did not know that thc

statements were false or misleading at the time they werc made.
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122. Valencia Point, PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM were entitled to rely on the

rcprescntations of SBV and Raizada, as they had entrusted SBV with providing accounting

services to PHC Mgt, PHC and ASMM, and Raizada was thc CEO of SBV.

123. SBV and Raizada's false and misleading statements injured PHC Mgt,

PHC, and ASMM, as they paid over $600,000 to SBV and EC Holdings based on reliance of

these false and misleading statements.

124. SBV and Raizada's conduct was malicious and with reckless indifference

to PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM. SBV and Raizada were in a position of trust and confidence,

and they abused that trust by making false and misleading statements regarding the validity of

specific invoices and payments, with the intent that SBV, and ultimately Amit Raizada, would

benefit from these false and misleading statements.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM seek

recovery from SBV and Amit Raizada, jointly and severally, for fraud. PHC Mgt, PHC, and

ASMM pray that thc Court award damages to compensate for their losses, including but not

limited to all monies paid to SBV or EC Holdings as a result of SBV and Raizada's false and

misleading representations about the legitimate nature of these expenses, as well as damages for

these lost opportunities as a result of the fraud. PHC Mgt, PHC, and ASMM further seek

punitive damages against SBV and Raizada. On all amounts awarded, PHC Mgt, PHC, and

ASMM seek pre and post-judgment intcrcst, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees,

and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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COUNT X
FRAUDULENT OMISSION RELATING TO PHC, POG OPPORTUNITY, AND POG

KC
AGAINST SBV AND AMIT RAIZADA

(Brought by PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC)

125. SBV and Amit Raizada, as the accountants for PHC, POG Opportunity,

and POG KC, omitted and concealed from the mcmbcrs of PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG

KC, that the money transferred from PHC was ultimately being transferred to SBV Miami.

126. SBV and Amit Raizada were in a position of trust and confidence, and had

superior knowledge regarding the structure of the uansaction, but failed to inform PHC, POG

Opportunity, and POG KC, as well as their members, that the money was ultimately going to

SBV Miami.

127. SBV and Raizada concealed this information because they were

contemporaneously representing that Raizada was investing $2,000,000 of his own money into

the nightclub that SBV Miami was investing in. Rather than invest his own money, Raizada and

SBV used the money transferred from PHC for their own benefit.

128. The concealed information regarding the complete nature of the

transaction was material, as PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC, as well as their members, did

not and would not have approved a company in the business of making short term loans

"loaning" money to a nightclub venture.

129. SBV and Raizada's concealment and omission of the information about

the complete nature of the transaction caused injury to PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC,

bccausc thc money was transferred to SBV Miami without their knowledge or consent and they

were unable to ensure that adequate protections were in place to be able to recover the money.
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130. SBV and Raizada's conduct was malicious and with reckless indifference

to PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC. SBV and Raizada were in positions of trust and they

abused that trust by omitting kcy information about the structure of the transfer of the money,

with the intent that SBV, and ultimately Amit Raizada, would benefit from these false and

misleading statements.

WHEREFORE, Counterclaim-Plaintiffs PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC

seek recovery from SBV and Amit Raizada, jointly and severally, for fraudulent omissions.

PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC pray that the Court award damages to compensate for

their losses, including but not limited to all monies transferred to SBV Miami that have not been

returned, as well as damages for these lost opportunitics as a result of the fraudulent omissions.

PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC further seek punitive damages against SBV and Amit

Raizada. On all amounts awarded, PHC, POG Opportunity, and POG KC seek pre and post-

judgment interest, costs incurred pursuing recovery, attorney's fees, and such other and further

relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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Dated: October 19, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

ROUSE HENDRICKS GERMAN MAY PC

By /s/Daniel E. Bleaen
Daniel E. Blegen MO ¹ 47276
Catherine D. Singer MO ¹ 66231
1201 Walnut Street, Suite 2000
Kansas City, MO 64106
Tele: (816) 471-7700
Fax: (816) 471-2221
Email: danb@rhgm.corn
Email: cathcrincs@rhgm, corn
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ATTORNEYS FOR PHC HOLDING COMPANY,
LLC; PHC MGT., LLC; POG OPPORTUNITY
GROUP, LLC; POG KC, LLC; AG613, LLC;
SCOTT ASNER & ASMM, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on this 19 day of October, 2015, a copy of the foregoing was filed with the
Clerk of Court via the court's electronic filing system which sent notification to:

Linda C. McFee
R. Pete Smith
605 W. 47 St., Ste. 350
Kansas City, MO 64112-1905

Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Counterclaim Defendants
Raizada Group, LP and Amit Raizada
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By /s/Daniel E. Blcacn
Attorney for Counterclaim Plaintiffs
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